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T o  T h e  R e a d e r ,

C h r i s t o p h e r  D a y
Senior Editor

 The other day I bought a used 
book that was a compilation of the best 
college writing of 1957. Among the 
obscure, unknown writing was a story by 
Tillie Olsen. I was surprised and pleased 
to recognize a name in the collection and 
got excited at the prospect of exploring 
the other unknown authors. I was chuffed 
to imagine the paths these young writers 
went down. Perhaps some were able to 
make a living off their work, maybe others 
kept it up as a hobby while they pursued 
other careers;—doctor, dentist, teacher. 
Some may have never even intended to 
publish their work and found in writing what so many others have found: an 
outlet for exploration, development, and healing. It was impossible for me not 
to have the same vision of this year’s edition of Stillpoint. Our contributors 
come from a diverse array of academic disciplines, personal backgrounds, and 
creative grounding and they never fail to impress me with their level of skill, 
imagination, and inventiveness. Perhaps someone in this year’s Stillpoint will 
go on to be added to the rich canon of American writers like Olsen. I do know 
that others will go on to pursue different careers and lives, but their work in 
our little magazine will stand, a gem nestled quietly in the massive world of 
writing.
 We have strived over the last few years to make Stillpoint look and 
feel as professional as the level of writing and artwork between its covers. I 
cannot express how proud I am of the undergraduates who have, during their 
own time, worked to achieve this goal. From the contributors to our staffers, 
UGA students have put forth their best efforts to develop content for the mag-
azine, our website, and the events we hold around campus. It is a shame that 
we only have time and money enough to publish one magazine a year because 
it means that we have to whittle down the hundreds of submissions we receive 
into the ones you are about to read. 
 I hope you enjoy the sliver of UGA’s student voices presented here, 
and that you feel they deserve to be returned to for years to come, wherever 
you find yourself, as a reminder of the powerful creative force at work in our 
university and as a reminder of the presence of that force within all of us.

H a p p y  r e a d i n g ,
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anner needs money. Nothing major. Just a few hundred, if it’s no 
big deal. Tanner’s parents are fed up with his weekly phone pleas. 
It is a big deal, dad is telling him. You need a job. We’re paying for 
your tuition so you are going to have to cover your own day-to-

day stuff. I’m sorry.

Tanner is thinking to himself that he takes too many classes right now, and 
that he won’t have time to get a job and satiate his urges, intermittent as they 
are—like going to the gym. He is as close to a straight-A student as he can af-
ford to be without pulling an intellectual hamstring, or pulling an all-nighter. 
He has everything under control. It’s not his fault that life is expensive; he’s 
just looking for a quick handout.  

Tanner is telling himself that he needs to stop buying beer on the weekends 
and food during the week.

I can do it. I’m not even materialistic.

On Thursday Tanner is realizing that he can’t do it. He hasn’t gotten money 
from his parents in a week and a half and he is down to thirty-four dollars. 
Tanner is realizing that he needs to get a job.

T

Tanner

T r e v o r  L i s a
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Tanner is going to his friend Paul because Paul is the local authority on 
Sororities and on-campus jobs and thrift stores and classes to take and places 
to go for cheap gas along the highway on their way to the beach for spring 
break.

“The gym pays well. You should work there. I mean, you’re there all the 
time.”

“Yeah, but I can’t work that much. I have homework and stuff.”

“Work in the front desk at the gym, man. You could still do your homework 
there and no one will notice.”

“But don’t you still have to get certified for that?”

“Um, I don’t think so. I’ll ask my buddy who works there.”

They both know the answer is yes.

Tanner is standing up.

“I need to go to class, I’ll see you later.”

“Or—”

Paul is putting out his cigarette.

“You know who makes the most money for on-campus?”

“Who?”

“Nude models for the art school.”

Tanner’s backpack strap is sliding down his right shoulder. He does a quick 
shrug to readjust it.

“It’s a really long waiting list—whole semesters sometimes—but you could 
do it. They make fifteen dollars an hour.”

“Fifteen? Holy shit. How long does it take?”
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“Few hours, usually. And if you’re good they’ll call you back—which they 
will, you big swoll animal. They have to get all of the details. The higher level 
classes don’t even run on regular hours, they just go until they finish. My 
sister was an art major.”

“How do I sign up?”

“Where do you think? Online.”

“Oh, yeah.” Because everything is online.

And here’s where the fun starts.

In no less than two weeks, Tanner has gone from a “gym rat” to a “gym 
sewer-dwelling alligator.” Everything is up and down, up and down. Heaving, 
straining. 

Gravity is becoming less of threat than it is a minor inconvenience to him. 

His frame isn’t spectacular, but that isn’t stopping his biceps from growing 
out of his shirt sleeves like some kind of 9th grade example of plate tecton-
ics. His back houses the bubbling, symmetrical concavities of a Rorschach 
inkblot branded onto the underside of a blimp. His clothes don’t fit, but he 
revels in this. 

CUT TO: Tanner, masturbating in the shower.

Like most aspects of his life, masturbating has now taken on the regularity 
and cadence of an exercise regimen. 

Reps and sets. Reps and sets.

He just read somewhere that the release of testosterone can help with muscle 
recovery, and that it accentuates the effects of the branch chain amino acids 
he’s been taking every morning.

So he goes to town, in the shower.  

He considers how cliché this must be when he decides to slow down and 
feign intimacy. He sees his ethereal reflection in the glass door, except at this 
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point he’s all contours—postimpressionist with a belly full of post-workout 
shake. Thankfully, he can’t see the eroded geography of his abdomen; it 
would look horrible right now. 

Tanner finishes and steps out of the shower, wiping away the fog on the 
mirror.

The reflection is cold and unbiased and plain fucking accurate and damn, 
would you look at him.     

Perfect triceps, square caves, wide lats. His trapezius muscles aid both his 
shrug and his ethos. And, of course, his pecs. He wants to put them on his 
resume as a joke but not really. They’ve been his strong point since a bench 
max nuclear arms race with his workout buddy back in the eleventh grade. 
He’s usually pretty diligent with form, but when it comes to his bench press, 
nothing matters except numbers. He keeps it kept it simple—going with 
either a five-of-five, or a ten-eight-six-four-two pyramid. He finds himself 
neglecting his shoulders a little bit, but that doesn’t matter. Tanner is going 
hard twice a day, sometimes three times. He is living his life in sets of three 
or five, depending on the day of the week.

Fitness has always been his thing, but ever since he signed his electric sig-
nature on that online database, he has become a god—a hulking, massive, 
proportionate monster. 

Tanner knows that the call may not come this semester, but this does not 
bother him. If it does, he will be ready. Sculpted and polished, a beautiful 
statue—standing, sitting, leaning, contemplating to the beat of his soul.

He is waiting.

But suddenly he is getting the call. And then he is telling Paul and is laugh-
ing with him over the phone about how it’s been so long and that he lied 
about his modeling experience to the lady. 

The 2:30 Drawing I class. ARST 106, room 137. Be there no later than 2:15, 
she told him. 
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“Probably for debriefing.”

“Yeah, except I wear compression shorts.”

The morning before his debut, Tanner goes in for a final workout. Today is 
all about hypotrophy. Light weight, high reps—only “light” is a relative term 
to Tanner. He grabs the 50’s and goes into his shoulder press/shrug superset. 

Up and down.

Up and down.

Up and down.

Up and down.

Up and down.

Up and down.

Up and down.

Up and down.

Up and down.

Up—and squeeze at the top. Hold for 5, no 10 seconds. Look at him in that 
mirror. Look at his neck vascular and enormous.

The mirror knows him better than anyone else.    

Tanner enters room 137. His strut says “first day of class,” but his clothes say 
“one week to midterms.” The underclassman eyes have adjusted to nudity by 
now.     

Tanner is standing on a towel, naked, not quite as self-conscious as he is 
proud. His right hand is behind his back and his left is grabbing his right 
wrist while he looks over his shoulder. He is silently laughing at this because 
he knows that the only reason he chose this pose was because he saw it on 
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P90X yoga, and at this angle he can see the clock.

He is standing like a comical representation of what he is actual doing, 
knowing that he really doesn’t give a shit about the human form or expres-
sion or the word “baroque” (which is a term he pocketed on the way in). He 
is standing there and is thinking about the slight pain in his heels and his 
back and is coming to the conclusion that the only thing he cares about is 
himself.
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Tonight the moon deflects from me my Muse
her hymn eclipsed the convex collared sundress
you wore to your mother’s, my favorite,
sugar dusted from an afternoon’s fun.
The two of you baked freshly rolled moonpies
by moonrise mason jars had made their rounds
filled with patio air and cold moonshine.
You felt the earth’s spin before you fell sound
asleep in your mom’s bed. You do not feel
the moon’s back brace against our bed stretching
her beams to your mother’s, digging her her heels
in her front yard Pushing you towards dawning.

The Super 

Moon Crown

The Super 
Moon Crown

S a m  L a n e

Sam lane
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Oh sister, 
there’s romance inside me 
dripping pink from my lips 
out a spout bound in honesty 
and it tells of the smells 
though so subtle in memory 
that gush feelings of warmth 
and burn to the third degree.
Oh…

Oh blister, 
there’s no means of grieving 
bleeding white puss of love 
out a leaking pipe dream 
and it drowns out my mouth 
now blooming with pleadings 
to stay fleshy in bed 
and to never leave me.
Oh…

Oh mister, 
your daughter is thieving 
she’s run off with my heart 
in an unpunished stealing 
but I’ve got her blossom 
in my pocket it’s bleeding 
as her flower is sprouting 
pink hands and small feet.
Oh…

Bright and BuBBly 
(A Poem Inspired by Jeff Mangum)

S t e p h e n  W a c k
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Oh finger, 
dressed up in a bridal ring 
ripped the skin of my lips 
from stretches in smiling 
there’s a bump in your tummy 
and it’s pumping wildly 
the priest sounds ashamed 
but were laughing silently.
Oh… 
 
Oh future, 
you’re shining beautifully 
with blinding bright dreams 
that leave me feeling foolishly 
and our son is now grown 
he’s perusing your jewelry 
and like father like son 
he’s been robbed of his purity. 
Oh… 

And he says, “Oh sister, 
there’s romance inside me 
dripping pink from my lips 
out a spout bound in honesty 
and it tells of the smells 
though so subtle in memory 
that gush feelings of warmth 
and burn to the third degree.”
Oh…
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The Other Matt Barnes / Killian Wyatt
Acrylic on Canvas
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I

Talentless and full of wit 
Cynical, with strong lungs 
and aching fingertips  
the self-deprecating parental pleaser that everyone wants to see over  
Christmas break, if only just for a cup of coffee. 
He’s a friend, but not a best friend. 
He’s a holder of the right kind of looks,  
 A scarf man, a bike rider—a stereotype glider. 
He’s a monarch with Machiavellian manners.    
 
And this chocolate milk, earthbound hippie 
This proto-academic panhandler    
This Radiohead ache 
This Incubus tour bus stowaway 
This Eddie Vedder valedictorian, caught somewhere between Jim  
Morrison and Toni Morrison, he can’t stand his life. He’s searching for 
more.  

He wants something.  
Something. 
Some thing   
 a feeling that he used to have 
 a woman that doesn’t quite exist 

s a n C t u a r y
T r e v o r  L i s a
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 he wants to learn about himself and life and humanity and  
morality and the morbid realms of the human psyche and what it  
really means to be a person.

But on the other side of that, he just wants to get away. He hates it here. 
He is transparent, casually walking through his life in defiance of everyone 
who tells him that he needs to spend less time lying in his bed and more time 
inside of his books, or networking, or having sex with drunken gymnasts

He is tired, bone fucking tired.  
Tired of the human race,  
tired of running the human race—this all out, teleological, brute force battle 
for nebulous words and furniture store authority over closet space and 
things and places and times and nouns and nouns and gerunds and nouns 
and nouns. 

He takes a deep breath. Or several.

He doesn’t call himself “a poet.” He’s not “a writer,” despite what his grand-
parents might say to their friends on Long Island when they get back from 
Thanksgiving dinner. 

But he writes.

And it’s terrible.

His work is terse, nonconventional language orbiting around clichéd ideas, 
counter-weighing the moon that is his lack of understanding of classical 
literature and words like “modernity” 

But he writes.  
 
He can’t stand his work, but he loves the bass-note jazz sound and the sensa-
tion of speaking with his 

rough 

rambling 

     mind
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ghastly and endless—inconceivably held harrowing into the world of Roger 
Waters and a collection of nameless, thirty-something year old recent grad-
uates of Masters of the Fine Arts programs from colleges that all seem to 
sound like they could be the name of a timeshare in Vermont.

He writes his fucking heart out. 

Sometimes he is tempted to say something about how writing hurts and that 
blood never feels good on anyone’s lips,

 but he would probably be quoting something he saw on the internet 
He’s not about that.  
He writes his fucking heart out. 
  rambling, rambling, rambling, rambling 
the bastard child of Ginsberg and an ingredient list on the back of a cereal 
box.

His writing beats out like the molten hills of Pangaea. 

It’s all real. It’s him,  
   but it’s not good.

It’s all bullshit  
praising the ineffectiveness of French kissing, or savoring the scent of “girl 
hair” on his pillow or looking deeply at the morning sunrise—some totally 
obvious shit like that. 
 
The morning sunrise is probably his favorite but 
the sky always changes.      
the sky turns from day to night 
    day to night 
    day to night 

all the way across the spectrum to the pre-morning, parking garage orange 
that greets him as he climbs aboard his bike and shouts “Sanctuary!” before 
going on his ride. 

It’s a sensation he savors, like the cold, smoky scent of an October night.    
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Sensations 
Images;  
Raw and bare  
He loves them. He eats them like chocolate, the kind that gives you a  
stomachache and the urge to order a gin and tonic. 
 
And, of course, his desk.  
Papers, post-its, envelopes with pithy observations hastily penned down, 
empty water bottles;  
He enjoys this—it’s like a parody of modern art.  
 
He shouts. 
He shouts unintelligible cries at his computer screen.  
He has something to say,        
    Something.

but it’s more complicated than that. It’s that he can’t get it out. He can’t 
express his nighttime jogging breath, or the ironic way “goodbye” sounds 
inviting to him. 

It is killing him and

his grave is split up into seven word documents,  
Each holding a single-sentence effigy 
Each staring up at him and shouting, tears of ink dripping off the 
 page,  
  “free us! save us from the intangible hell!” 
 his voice is a pus-filled boil, burning the pores of his soul.

He can’t get it out and, in his mind, that’s not his fault. He lives on the assur-
ance that everything wrong with his life is the fault of the people around him. 
These people are tainting him, watering him down, keeping him from being 
the purest form of himself—me’ 
 
which, really, isn’t that crazy of an idea. 

And so he peers over his desk 
over his incandescent, iridescent, sleep depressant light bulb  
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looking out at the sexual deviants and cliché biters with their social media 
melancholy and their thrift store experience of life’s follies

“Fuck them, fuck everything! I was destined to be great! But these people—
they’re weighing me down!”

II

But he’s not that cool.  
He’s not the postmodern Hercules, he’s not even the Disney Hercules.  
If anything, he is the Lego Hercules.  

He is a snarky, skinny, mal-informed nutjob living off of his parent’s mar-
ginal success and paying his way through the world with his Machiavellian 
manners and his craftful adherence to both society’s standards and the 
ever-growing sentiment that he is most certainly better than everyone else.  

He is, in fact, an asshole.

He refuses cigarettes but won’t hesitate when someone offers him the ca-
cophonous remains of a professor’s botched speech on materialism, or some 
minority bus rider’s bad grammar. 

He is a yellow-skinned bonefish, deadlifting one hundred and thirty-five 
pounds in front of a cracked mirror at 9pm on a Friday night—jerking up 
and down to the cadence of a newly broken clock, still ticking at irregular 
intervals on the floor behind him.

Anger pulses out of him, unfounded and relentless.

He is a failure.

He mocks his father’s gait and manner before meekly asking him to come 
out into the garage and help him change the chain on his bicycle. 

He is a child by both choice and consequence.      
He is a junk drawer full of epigamic maxims and shitty metaphors.  

What a tool.
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He writes things with incredibly pretentious, one-word titles like “Polaris” or 
“Relic”

He tries telling people that it’s about understanding the references, that he 
writes for an exclusive audience, but really he is just throwing bits and pieces 
of what he learned in school last week onto the page and hoping that some-
one will see it and think, ergo de facto, that he is smart.  
 
But occasionally, he gets it right.  
 
He’ll come up with something like  
  “[blank] is Morse code in the hands of a blacksmith” 
  or he’ll write a something about a marathon and open it 
with “the alarm clock of choice is a gun.” 
  or maybe he’ll go for brevity 
    The housewife  
    wants to tell tales of burning bridges. 
    Burns bagels instead.  
 
They show up like precious stones in a river. He holds on to the unshakable  
feeling that the next astral diamond is right under this rock.  
Or the next one.  
That’s what keeps him going;    
 
It’s his feelings, it’s vividness.  
It’s the right words, in the right place. 
It’s the elation, the thumbtack accuracy of diction 
It’s freshness. 
It’s rawness. 
It’s righteous. 
It’s relegating.  
It’s rectifying.   
It’s right.  
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III

The dust clears in front of him  
   and he steps back from the microphone. The 
audience is baffled, but that’snot even the end of it. 

He stands resolute at the intersection of mild embarrassment and catharsis 
because in the end, that’s the way it works out when you’re trying to capture 
the last living essence of feelings  
that just barely exist,  
  driven by a transparent crystal gaze and a consciousness 
woven from madness, sanity, absent dreaming, nostalgia, the intoxicating 
atmosphere 
Can you blame him?

He writes.  
He writes because he knows that for every bad poem, he’ll turn out a few 
lines worth remembering.

He falters, he falls, he fixates—he rides the fastidious waves of inconspicuous 
fury—but he never fades.

He cries “Sanctuary!” from his bike, and from his stage, and from his desk  
and the performance ends 
and the curtains drop  
and they muffle his steps out the door,  
all the way to the back of the parking lot. 
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Figure 1/ Killian Wyatt
Acrylic on Canvas
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In old photographs, my mother is beautiful. 
I wonder why I do not look more like her, why they say, 
“A girl like her father will be rich for three generations.” 
Her skin taut, her hair jet black and smooth, her eyes are not tired. 
I sift through the only album containing her youth – it is barely a quarter 
of the way full. 
I want to immortalize her.

In old photographs, my father is proud, and he is lonely. 
He holds a cigarette and wears a thick jacket. 
I remember he quit smoking when I climbed onto the kitchen counter  
and picked up a cigarette butt. I was four. 
Immortality is not an option.

I start scanning my mother’s photos. 
Mom says I should scan some photos of dad’s family so he doesn’t get 
mad. 
I scan every photo. 
There is one of my father’s mom, my bà nội. 
Your paternal side, your nội, is the “internal” side. They are “closer” – 
But she is so far away. 
I don’t hold her inside me.

Your maternal side is your “ngoại” –  
They are external. 
We have only one photo of ngoại – my phò. 
My mother’s mother, she is so alive. 
Her laugh rings inside my stomach, 
Fuller than a cheap Buddha statue’s belly.

The Vietnamese people believe you feel from your lòng, your gut.

The heart is not wide enough.

1: 58 am
m i n h  n g u y e n
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he bird collides against the sliding glass door with a crack, bounc-
es off like a ping pong ball. I hop down from the stool and press 
my skull into the cool glass, my open-mouthed breath creating 
stop-motion blobs of fog. Dead, Moms says. It didn’t know it was 

there, she says, before she picks up the remote and flips to another channel.

 It costs $3.99 per minute to talk to me on the XLIVE MODELS 
website. I won’t bore you with math, which I was never great at, except to tell 
you I get to keep sixty percent. The other forty goes to X. I only have to work 
about two days in a row and that’s all my bills paid for two weeks. There I am 
on the computer screen, a pixelated hurricane of satin boy shorts, spray-
tanned skin and cheap sex. Webcam-electric, I am. In the beginning the 
men on the other side looked different: young, old, black, white, American, 
not American, yes English, no English. Now they all look the same. Just one 
barely lit face on the other side of the glass, punching keys, gaping, like I am 

Queen of
 Reality

C h e l s e y  A b e r c r o m b i e

T
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the best, most impossible thing they’ve ever seen. They don’t mind my fried 
split-ends, the Jell-O canvas of my thighs or the tattoo carved into my rib-
cage: “Draw near to the Lord, and He will draw near to you.” Only one thing 
is important. You have to make them think it’s real—that’s what the girl told 
me, when I first signed up.

 “Stand up. Lean over. That’s exactly right—just like that.”
 When she said that, I knew I would be great at this. Reality TV is 
my life. I always knew I could knock some heads on “The Bad Girls Club” or 
crank out some fake tears on “The Bachelorette.” Hell, if things had worked 
out I would’ve even given “Teen Mom” a shot. But camming is perfect 
practice, and not all of my costars are creeps. Most just want to talk. A guy 
once paid for two hours just to talk, on the condition that I never stopped 
crossing and uncrossingmy legs. Before Emily left she called me a whore, but 
I was a good girlfriend. I never brought uphow the reason I did camming was 
because she couldn’t stay sober long enough to keep a job,and my college de-
gree is worth less than the fire we could start with it if we ended up homeless.
I thought I wanted to teach kids, thought that my whole life, thought I would 
be great at it, but Iwas wrong. Kids aren’t fun. Kids are Satan with silly bands. 
I worked at that school for three weeks, and I was happy when they escorted 
me off the premises. 

 “Put a hand there. Pull this back, push it forward. Turn around.”
Em didn’t really leave. I kicked her out. The drinking was never the problem. 
Two and ahalf years sleeping on the couch was never the problem. Even 
when she stole some of myAtivan, it wasn’t the problem, but then I found the 
pictures of That Bitch Theresa festering away in the grimiest under-parts of 
Em’s cheap laptop and I lost it. But that’s me. I go up, up, up and
then I come down, crashing hard, wheels spinning out in the icy slush and 
tar-colored grit of myown making, telling Jesus he can either take the wheel 
or put me out of my misery, dealer’s choice. So I threw her out.I thought I’ll 
just go back to my friends, until I remembered I’d dumped them all for Em-
ily. But I never really had friends—you could say my whole life happened in 
that strange moment when you think someone is waving at you and they’re 
not. But guess who was there forme, when it all went to hell? Moms, of all 
people. Moms, who rarely left the house anymore,who would have nothing to 
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do with me and my alternative lifestyle, who clung to the Gospel butjust not 
the parts that required her to get off the couch. Moms comes running, and 
the first thing she says is no, this isn’t you, what you need is a real life and a 
real family and a real job and a
man. 

“Turn around. Turn around and look at me.”

 My other job is at a tanning salon. Sometimes camming pays 
almost two grand a week, sometimes it pays nada. But I hate Bronze Lotus. 
Working there is a never-ending carousel of carrot-colored whores and 
would you like a towel with that? And the whole time this fat Buddha statue 
stares me down, like he knows I’ve missed the train to Nirvana, right next to 
the peeling poster of Paulie D and the grimy case of tribal dolphin toe rings. 
I have to talk to so many people there, and I don’t know what’s worse: the 
bright neon lights or their smiling faces, like life is just so damn easy.
“Why don’t you want to look at me?”

 I read the other day that almost 100,000 people have signed up for 
a one-way trip to Mars in 2023. But more importantly, they’re going to film 
it—the universe’s first intergalactic reality show. I could be great at that, I tell 
Emily, when we hang out while Theresa is at work because she can’t know 
we still see each other. You understand this means you’d never come back, 
she snaps, but of course I understand. I would be in the middle of nothing 
for the rest of my life, floating, and everybody would love me. It makes me 
so excited I think I could fly all the way there myself.
“What do you think about, when you’re not doing this? What’s your real life 
like?” 

 And do you want to know who else was there for me, when every-
thing went to hell? Some guys from camming, ones I trusted with my cell 
number. The door slammed behind Emily’s Theresa-bound ass and I texted 
them—my life is over, I’m going to be alone forever, nobody loves me—and 
you should’ve seen how fast they logged on. There was one of them that I 
liked more than the others. Daniel. One weekend on a whim I gave him my 
address and he flew
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all the way from California to visit me. In the Lifetime version of these events 
he straight up murders my ass, but what really happened was worse—he 
showed up and we had nothing to talk about. It was so flat, uninteresting.

How do people do this?

 I have this fantastic vision at dinner, where I am sitting on the other 
side of the table and suddenly explode into a million-plus pixels, fluttering 
digital fragments that only hover for a moment before I am swept away to 
safety on an imaginary, interstellar wind. Out of the atmosphere, all the way 
to Mars, where I will be the universe’s first Queen of Reality. People stare. 
Somebody in the restaurant stands up and claps. But I’m already gone.
The camera draws out, pulls back, and I see myself as I really am. A girl 
behind glass, drawn away. I throw myself up against it, not for death or life or 
anything else, just to see what would happen. It shakes but doesn’t budge.
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Versailles is quite a scene, with its ancient 
Grandeur and opulence that awes upon 
Sublime provisions and walls of green.  
There we watched the fireworks until they were 
Spider webs of smoke, fading and descending 
Upon faces waking from the solitude of spectacle.

Afterwards we made our exits through the fog 
Grasping for each other amongst the throngs of strangers. 
Once we emerged on the plaza Katarina paused, 
“I have déjà vu.” She looked down at the cobblestone. 
This place is old but new. 

At Versailles

M a d i s o n  M o s e l y 

Chair/ Andie Ashe
Acrylic Painting and Collage on Wood
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like an asshole, you sneak out the back door.
there is caution in your breath
but you slither along the stucco to your freedom,
feeling like fucking willy mo once your ‘87 hits new circle.
she greets you with her smile--
a geometric equation you have been striving to solve,
for it flashes gold if you face her from certain angles.
your little chiquita.
she exists before you in nothing but spray on banana yellow
lips waxed orange.
this bitch gets you.
understands the line you both walk
understands the business-casual sector of infidelity
she has no kids so you know she’s really down
and sometimes that makes you think what a future with chiquita would look 
like,
but then you awake in the corner of her body and remember:
loyalty isn’t her strong suit.
you explore her astronomy,
navigating a familiar carnal map of coarse hair, ashy knees and eczema,
the constellation of cocoa buttered scars on her belly.

C l a u d i a
(re: chiquita)

V i c t o r i a  V a s q u e z
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her brown sugar caramelizes over you and the cardboard mattress
a petri dish of:
plum, poppy,
sour, yeast, and big kid problems.
her coños melt into the dent of your neck
underneath flickering yellow.
the blue of the alarm clock says
a fraction of bed will soon be discovered
without the heat of you.
so you kiss chiquita and pull on your pants in one swift motion,
deleting any imprint of you on the fake marble or soiled linen.
you end your meeting as a professional would--
without words or dignity.
her maybelline saliva glitters on your sweater,
which will later disintegrate into gray.
you reach home,
gliding into smoke syrup and Guthrie.
pavement cradles you and suddenly you’re hungry
you are completely ravenous for something to dissolve into
but not all of you--
just a few slant fragments of you
that flake down like pepper grain
onto a slab of cold egg.
and there, in the purpling dawn,
you understand that the only yellow you want
you left back on new circle in room 206
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The strike strip surface 
Foregone 
Is far gone 
There is no spark 
 
No spark 
No flame 
Only frustrated strikes 
Against the grain 
 
Wisps of 
Phosphorus 
Burn both 
Eyes and nose 

A painful reminder 
Of when 
The sweet fire 
Rose 
 
Deflowered 
Of its beauty 
Extinguished 
Of its flame 
 
I wake up 
Beside her 
Or by myself 
To feel the same 

Matchbook
SoulW i l l  E l l i o t
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Melocoton/ E l i z a b e t h  Vo g a n
Charcoal
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There’s a mutual existence 
of both  
closeness and distance 
when taking a bus 
cluttered with strangers— 
pressed against the 
hot sticky skin of 
another nameless man or 
woman. 

When I got on the bus 
today 
I elected to sit next 
to a man 
because of the fear 
that if I sit with 
a woman 
amid those cramped 
two seaters 
that she’ll instantly think:

“Oh, great… 
another public pervert 
exploiting sharp turns 
to dig his 
wet dripping thighs 
into mine.”

Rubbing   Bus   Rat

S t e p h e n  W a c k
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So I sat with a man 
because the only thing 
more terrifying 
than a stranger’s 
body 
is their 
judgmental mind.

When the bus pulled 
up to the next stop 
I could see nothing 
but a flood of women 
waiting to get on 
the bus. 
And I’m no chump, 
so I rose out of my 
seat at once 
without even a thought 
to give my spot up 
to whatever girl 
sat in it first—

then fear struck me. 
The thought that 
everyone else 
already riding the bus 
had just seen  
me see 
this feminine flood 
only to then get up 
from a perfectly  
good seat 
to then be pushed 
and pressed 
and squished 

uncomfortably between 
all these strangers 
voluntarily. 

Jesus Christ… 
They must’ve all thought 
of me to be the lowest 
of the 
low— 
some pathetic, sweaty 
bus rat 
getting his jollies off 
by rubbing his 
sticky rat skin 
his sticky rat 
genitals 
against others.

I began to feel sick 
and drowning 
as the cluttered bus 
began to roll, 
and matters were only 
made worse 
when I turned around 
amid the  
judgmental eyes 
of this feminine sea 
to spot an ungentle 
man 
now sitting in my forsaken 
seat.
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Through soft and chilly
Pitter patter
It still looks the same.
Obtuse maze crooked on the land,
The playground and field still holding its hands.
Memory crisp as the plum
Left to ruminate in that old lunchbox.
Top shelf of the cupboard—where it’s always been.
That house on a quiet street where I knew someone once—
A friend or more than that, perhaps.
What feeling is this to know they’re not there?
Staring up at empty windows and overgrown lawns.
Always glancing back though
Over the shoulder
Just to make sure.
That eatery around the corner
Where I enjoyed an hour I remember fondly,
The echoes of laughter now faded into some other place.
The facade unchanged
But the faces indistinguishable.
The nearby dog park, refuge of my middle school reality,
Special spot by the creek now covered in bittersweet.
Detecting an opening, the forest is rising up

Ode to the
Nostalgic Runner

G a b e  C a v a l l a r o
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Against its tamers,
Creeping back over the trail’s edge
To grasp at passing ankles
Through the outstretched fingers of ivy and nettle.
Things have changed
The past is smaller and so are its features.
Even up close my view is blurred.
To get closer would be to disturb a root
Planted for some time—perhaps long.
Just don’t think
Everything will be exactly the way you left it.
That gentle breeze again
And I am awakened by fresh drops moist in my hair
Passing gift of my beech tree umbrella.
Sweat mixed with water on my brow—
Quite a concoction—
Greeted by the back of my hand in a swiping motion.
Right-left-right,
Stride resumed and the wind’s whistle—
Tour guide for today’s trip.
Is this why I go
To indulge in my collection of recollections?
Am I running to them
Or are they finding me as I pass by?
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Grows twelve inches in 
a day. Reaching fingers across 
the porch. Mama told me 
I might as well spend my 
time watching grass grow. I said 
      Yes, Mama. Yes ma’am. 
But instead I 
sat and watched the kudzu spread 
its hungry green tendrils, 
forcing itself under 
our roof shingles. She wondered why 
it leaked, but I never 
said a word.

Kudzu

K a t h e r i n e  G r a c e  L a  M a n t i a
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Dark July fence post,
Bita hay dangling over bottomlip.
Levi’s hiked over the barbed wire, prodding traitors as they pass.
No bull around here.
Silver bullet flask emerging from buckle bay. Lipping fire over tongue while 
honey leaf pulls from lower gums.
Stuff you can’t buy.
Passed down boot resting on flint rock. 
Dull smoke over shoulder lifting dinner odor to God. 
Fallen stars get thrown back to their place in these fields.
Nothing but miles. Shades and beasts and miles. And somewhere out there 
is grandpa. Somewhere around here is my brother’s sister, somewhere about 
here is the baker’s kid; probably not far from the pond that took Em.

Solitude can’t touch the leather chaps that know the labor of earning sleep.

Hazel eyes under hat follow the deep blue and violet rolling of midnight 
clouds. Never questioning what’s behind them.

Rolling my friend,
Rolling. Down cheek, over hill, in mama’a oven, in the creek of learning, in 
the seatback of taking, in the nights of ecstasy, in the bed with little ones, in 
the courses of aging, in the floor of succumbing, in the box of eternity.
Rolling, my friend.
Rolling.

R o l l
W i l l i a m  J .  L e e
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In 2012, during Boston Pride, 
a little boy and his father 
walk up to my lover 
and me. 
He asks us if we are a part of the parade. 
I pause. 
He says that he wants his son 
to know what gay people are like, 
that he doesn’t want the media to give him 
a false image. 
I kneel down so I am 
face to face 
with his son. I say,  
“You know how your mommy and daddy 
love each other? Well, I love this girl 
just like that. 
We’re just like 
any two people in love.” 
He nodded and looked up at his father. 
I only regret 
lying to him that day, 
because I hope his parents 
never 
love each other 
like I loved 
her.

untitled
M i n h  N g u y e n
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The world is silent today.  
All who walk have paused. 
All who stand are still. 
Until 
With the intake of breath, 
His mouth opens and the resulting 
Quake 
Floods the gates

“Woe betide ye of little faith,  
Wandering lost upon insolvent earth”. 
This is the word. 
According to the man  
with the microphone.

“Where will you be on the day of Judgement?” 
Who? 
Little old me?  
I’m flattered beyond all. 
Imagining.

When,

          Where,

                     How,

                               And with whom

S t .  V a l e n t i n e ’ S  D ay 
( M & M S )

S h a n d t o n  W i l l i a m s 
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I will begin my spiritual journey.

These men started theirs with Fox & 
Friends 
Screaming zealots with their bags of  
Melted chocolate, that sweet relief, 
Malleable like the minds and 
Mouths that eat them.

Can I meet them? Shall I fly blindly  
With their words?  
Words that condemn,  
that judge with hate?

No, I follow the truer faith, one 
I’ve discovered within myself.  
I listen to the words so rarely heard, 
Though often spoken.

 I’ll let the blind lead the blind. 
T’was a blind man after all 
who told me ignorance is bliss—

I didn’t trust his judgment.
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Be hungry. Really hungry. 

 Do not go to the grocery store. Have more important things to do, 
but know that you cannot do those things on an empty stomach.
 Ignore any other inhabitants of your apartment as you bolt for the 
pantry.
Scour the kitchen for supplies. Take an inventory of the foods at your 
disposal that may be considered edible. Compose an eloquent yet passive 
aggressive note to your roommate asking if she is entering a science fair 
soon, because the mold on those bagels is really coming along. Decide the 
note is too mean and throw it away. Do not throw the bagels away, but rather 
put them in a prominent spot where your roommate will see them and then 
do her roommate-ly duty by disposing of them herself.   

 After this minor distraction, a growl of your stomach should call 
you back to your original mission. Settle for Kraft American Singles on white 
bread. Compare your hunger to that of a child in a third world country, 
like the ones in TV commercials. Defend your comparison to any wayward 
listeners. This comparison has to be accurate because there is no earthly 
way a person could be hungrier than you are right now. You’ve never been 
hungrier than you are right now, and you’ll begin to question if you can even 

How to Burn 
a Grilled Cheese 
San dw i c h

R a c h e l  Z i p p e r 
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go on, if you have enough strength to layer bread, cheese, bread. Decide to 
use two slices of cheese. Removing the plastic wrap will be a struggle, and 
the process of undoing the twist tie will seem infinite.
 Consider adding something green to the sandwich. You probably 
need some nutrients in your diet. Throw away the assorted wilted, expired, 
and generally rotten vegetables that fill your shelf of the refrigerator. Do not 
read the Post-It in your roommate’s handwriting attached the bag of sludge 
that once resembled leaves of spinach; it would be bad for morale.
Drop some butter, or margarine if by necessity, into the frying pan. As you 
wait the eternity it takes for the grilling vehicle of your choosing to melt, flip 
through the book on the kitchen table.  Say you have a lot of homework to 
catch up on after dinner. Never pick up the book again. Wonder if the butter 
is supposed to turn brown like that.

 When your boyfriend inevitably asks if he, too, can have a grilled 
cheese, tell him: “Make your own goddam sandwich, Steve.”  He hates it 
when you call him “Steve,” probably because his name is Paul. Do not laugh 
when he combines the words “hungry” and “angry” to describe your mood 
as “hangry.” Mumble something about “the Patriarchy” as he leaves to get 
take-out. Do not look up from the stove until you hear his car start.
You will notice that the spatula has not been washed since the scrambled 
egg incident. Do not wash the spatula. Instead, try to flip the sandwich 
spatula-free like when they make pancakes in cartoons. Observe as the 
sandwich turns in mid air, as the bread, cheese, cheese, and bread separate 
and land in the wrong order back in the pan. Some of the ingredients will 
land outside the pan. It is important that you exhale at least one obscenity as 
you see this event unfolding.  

 To the best of your ability, now scrape the sizzling cheese from the 
teflon and slide the stray piece of bread back under the salvaged, bubbling 
Kraft. Though now the bottom slice is cooking in cheese instead of butter, 
and the top slice is not even tan, tell yourself that it might still turn out OK.
Because you attempted the flip too early the first time, wait a little longer 
before you try again. Set the stove to “high” to speed up the process. When 
you smell smoke, deduce that you’ve waited long enough. 
Your roommate or boyfriend, returning home from their retreats into the 
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outside world, will also smell the smoke and be prompted to ask how it’s 
coming in there. Respond with the feigned politeness of “fine.” Elaborate 
on the many times you’ve made grilled cheese before, noting the especially 
successful instances in which sourdough or pepperjack were involved. Be 
sure to mention that you’ve even had soup to accompany your stovetop 
masterpiece sandwiches. You are not a child, you can feed yourself. Let a 
good thirty seconds pass before you direct more profanities toward the 
charring Wonderbread. You want bystanders to know that it was going well 
for a while. 

 When there is roughly an even distribution of blackness across 
both sides of your sandwich, follow your natural instincts to call it quits.
You may feel a slight urge to start over, to take a deep breath and make 
a new grilled cheese or maybe just have cereal instead. To abandon 
your creation would be to admit defeat. Say you like it crispy and a little 
blackened anyway, and the cheese is just as melty as you wanted. Bite 
through with confidence.
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 amed after your great-grand-papa Timon,” Papa tells me 
around a mouthful of kugel. I look around, hoping to spot 
my mother, but she’s nowhere to be found. I can distantly 
hear the sound of the green Microwave-safe bowls clattering 

in the kitchen over the din of the family. Papa swallows and  picks up the 
story again: “Now, Timon was a sight to see.1 I remember when we got here, 
to the so-called ‘promised land’ and Timon’s brother was out of a job. The 
money was drying up and the banks wouldn’t touch us. One day Timon 
calls me to his side and he says, he says to me, ‘Philip, you’re going to see 
how things are done in the family.’ And slowly all the relatives file in, one 
after another, Noah, Murray, Aaron, Sid, Oscar, David and his wife, Emily. 
And he looks at them and I swear his eyes were like God’s eyes, weighing 
and measuring –” I glance up from my food to see Papa’s old blue eyes, long 
clouded and rheumy, but still sharp “ – And Timon, Timon points at each 
member of the family,” Papa emphasizes this with an alarmingly quick jab at 
me with a fork full of brisket. “And he points at each man, starting at Murray, 
and he says $800, $1000, $600 and on and on until he has six-thousand 
dollars. And after everyone has left he looks at me, and he doesn’t look so 
large anymore. He’s hunched and weary but he’s got a grim smile on his face. 
And he says, he says to me, ‘Philip.’” Papa pauses for dramatic effect, “‘This is 
how we conduct business in the family.’ And the next day, yes, the very next 
day, we drive into town and he raves at the man behind the desk. Soon the 
documents come out and he bargains like he’s Moses with God himself and 
one hour and one traumatized official later, we have a permit for a jewelry 

L’ D o r  V a D o r
T a y l o r  A m s l e r

“n
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store. And so,” Papa raps the table with one massive hand, “the family 
remains.” Papa sits back, full and triumphant. Uncle Noah leans across the 
table and adds, “And that’s when they all realized they knew bupkis about 
jewelery.” Papa smiles, undeterred, and slips a morsel of food to my dog 
under the table.  

 At the head of the table, my father clears his throat to get everyone’s 
attention but, unsurprisingly, nobody even pauses in their conversations. 
Dad can’t be blamed for not knowing better though; he married into the 
family. “Hey!” my Aunt Rachel shouts in her New Jersey accent. “We are 
trying to get on with the Seder,” drawing out the word Seder until it sounds 
like two distinct words.  

 My father clears his throat again, appreciatively this time, and 
begins: “So the festive meal is concluded and we are going to start the 
hunt for the afikomen –” At this, my younger cousins perk up from their 
food-induced daze, and my cousin Lily exclaims, “Now?!?!?” leaping up so 
suddenly that she bangs her knees on the table.  Her father, Peter, shakes his 
head sadly and murmurs, “And the simple child asks. . .”2 and we all laugh, 
even his wife, Rachel.3 “Sure,” my father tells Lily as he hides a smile. All the 
younger children take off and the rest of the family reclines as we chat about 
everything and nothing.  
 
 “So have you decided on what you want to do?” Bubbe asks me 
over Papa’s bowed head. “Not yet,” I reply. “Well it really shouldn’t be that 
hard a choice,” she tells me with a smile. “Just flip a coin. Heads, you’re a 
doctor. Tails, you’re a lawyer.” We both laugh at her parody of a stereotypical 
Jewish grandmother but the flinty twinkle in her eye turns my laugh into 
a rough cough. The younger cousins return with the afikomen and the 
bargaining commences in earnest, with my uncles alternatively egging on 
and arguing with the children about the price. “Two measly dollars?” I hear 
my Uncle Peter cry over the din. Papa says that he wants to see the Hawks 
game but can’t figure out how to work the remote and Bubbe bickers with 
him for no discernible reason other than to add to the cacophony. 
 A short while later, my mother goes to pour the traditional cup for 
Elijah and the family slowly falls silent. As is the tradition in my family, we 
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bow our heads and, in the first silence of the night, sing the Sh’ma: “Shema 
Yisrael Adonai Eloheinu Adonai Echad. . . . nishba Adonai la-avotaychem 
latayt lahem ki-y’may ha-shamayim al ha-aretz.”4 The sharp corners of the 
small dining room seem to catch the echo and throw it back at me until 
only the silence, the aroma of matzah ball soup and the reverberations of 
the ancient prayer remain. In the silence, the Passover candles flicker gently, 
illuminating each face at the table and casting large shadows that stretch far 
behind my relatives, further then I could hope to see. My father gives a small 
cough and quietly adds, “Amen”. With that, the spell is broken. Papa asks if 
anybody wants to watch the Hawks play and my brother leads us into the 
family room: prayer book in his right hand, television remote in his left. 

 A few days later, I leap off the bus at Tate center, late for my genetics 
class. I dodge the smiling priests handing out New Testaments and duck past 
a preacher’s strident, megaphone-enhanced Bible verses. I tromp into the 
lecture hall just as the teacher asks the class to begin working the complex 
family tree problem shown on the board.5 Shrugging out of my backpack in 
an unhurried, fluid motion, I take out a pencil and set to work on it with a 
vengeance.6 “Don’t forget you have a test tomorrow,” the teacher tells us as 
we leave. I exit as the TAs slump resignedly, waiting for the desperate mob of 
abysmally prepared students to materialize around them.  

 As I pore over definitions and family trees late that night, I can 
smell the leftover matzah ball soup wafting from the microwave in my 
apartment. By the silently flickering screen of a new plasma LED television, I 
can make out the outline of the small Mezuzah that Papa gave me, faithfully 
crooked on my doorpost. And as I lie down to an unwilling sleep over my 
genetics book, the TV flickering behind my eyelids, I smile, for I can hear 
the Sh’ma quietly echoing around me. I can hear it in the Microwave-safe 
green bowl clicking softly against the glass on each rotation. I can hear it 
in the slow and steady pulse of my heartbeat against my right hand. And 
I can hear it in the imprint of the family tree rustling against my cheek, 
documenting generations upon generations reaching back and back and 
back, murmuring to me assuredly: “Know this to be true. The family 
remains.
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(Endnotes)
1  The family tells me that Timon was even larger than Papa (who weighs in 
at 6’4, 235 pounds) and had the personality to match. According to family legend, Timon broke 
a finger turning the crank handle of a brand new Model T the day after purchasing it. Cursing 
loudly, he turned to see his son Oscar watching him with wide eyes, amazed at his father’s pain. 
After taking in his son’s stricken expression, Timon quietly let go of his hand without another 
word. Gazing back and forth between his broken finger and the gleaming Model T, Timon came 
to a decision. Without looking away from the car, he calmly rolled his neck from side to side, 
balled his hands into mauls and spoke these immortal words: “Oscar. . . get me the hammer.” 
2  This is a reference to earlier in the Passover Seder in which four 
archetypal children (wicked, wise, simple, and the child who doesn’t know enough to ask a 
question) ask questions about Passover. Each year my older brother, Morgan (named for great-
grand-uncle Murray), jumps in to read the part of the wise child even if it is not his turn. Typical 
of the Jewish community: traditions within traditions. 
3  Aunt Rachel is very protective of her children, especially her firstborn 
daughter, Lily. As a very small child, Lily had speaking difficulties so, naturally, Papa taught her 
to sing “Puttin’ on the Ritz” in imitation of the monster from Young Frankenstein. Aunt Rachel 
didn’t speak to him for a year.
4   You can look up the translation if you would like. However, you should 
know that this is the oldest and arguably most central prayer in Judaism. Estimates place the 
Torah being written around 3,300 years ago and the Sh’ma can be found in Deuteronomy. To my 
knowledge (and Google’s), there is no evidence that the Sh’ma was recited before this time but 
I’ve heard it said that the oral tradition of the Sh’ma dates the writing of the Torah by a couple of 
centuries. The Torah states that the Sh’ma be spoken every morning and evening “when you lie 
down, and when you rise up” (common translation). 
5  It is common knowledge that Darwin drew only one illustration in 
On the Origin of the Species. In the figure, Darwin drew a tree (representing the inferred 
relationships between species over time) and wrote “I Think” above it. Despite knowing that 
Darwin was a devout Christian at the time of writing On the Origin of Species, I think this 
single page contains a brilliant summation of many Jewish ideals. The belief in a “Tree of Life” 
is an integral part of Judaism (and many other religions) and Darwin’s drawing emphasizes the 
importance of generations and the connection of all life. There is also an emphasis on the idea 
of questioning (a very Jewish notion) which Darwin’s “I Think” accomplishes by questioning 
popular beliefs concerning intelligent design and illustrating Darwin’s uncertainty in his 
own work. Slightly unrelated, but important to me at least, this page also shows that good 
handwriting is not necessary for success.
6  It should be noted that I did not get the correct answer. I am not the best 
science student. This is actually a slight understatement. My only real achievement in science 
came junior year of high school. Using only a bunsen burner and my own innate clumsiness, I 
managed to set my sleeve, my partner’s pant leg,  and a small desk on fire over the course of a 
semester
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Snow Crash Painting/ Killian Wyatt
Mixed Media
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The allegory of the cave/ David Nahabedian
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W  
hat’s going on tonight?”

She pretended not to hear him.
White noise in her ear.
“Baby doll, I am talkin’ to you. We going out tonight?”

She gazed at a passing black fly, wishing it would just drop to the floor 
without her having to touch it.

Need a new swatter. Just $4.99 in the camping package.
“Georgia!”
“I don’t know, Jeremy. Haven’t thought about it yet.”
 “Why you talkin’ so slow nowadays? Sound like a damn retard. We 

need get your head checked again? Might be worth it for some of those crazy 
pills, know what I’m say”

 With his mouth open like that, Georgia only thought of how much 
he looked like one of those gargoyle fountains she had seen in the SkyMall 
years back, when she was getting out of Texas that once. Except those were 
elegant, classy, with great big marble wings, and smooth mouths that sang 
out cool, clear streams of water, instead of a rainfall of sentences lacking 

Just West of Memphis

A l e x a n d r a  W a t t
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vowels.
 Shifting her weight onto her elbows, she lifted her chin to him, her 

big eyes matching his beady ones. His head was sweating gel, and his new 
drugstore cologne stung her nostrils.

 Her eyes flitted to the wall. A poster was splayed across it, an abrupt 
interruption to the peeling whitewash. “Who’s Sleeping in Larissa Hong’s 
Bed?” it taunted in fat pink letters. It featured a sunny blonde Asian girl, who 
winked from her complicated position atop a stack of silky pillows. She looked 
too comfortable for the way she was dressed, restrained by a lace number that 
vomited frills and fishnet from every angle. Her loopy signature, splashed in 
the right corner, beamed beneath a note: 

Jeremy – I think we both know the answer to that question.
Sweet dreams,

Larissa.
Georgia had slept under the picture for a year. She had yet to question 

her husband about their two-dimensional roommate, or how Jeremy could 
possibly know the answer to that stupefying query. Larissa Hong had al-
ways overlooked everything, bearing witness to countless benchmarks in a 
relationship: the silent breakfast the morning following Georgia’s first time 
to Jeremy’s house; the installation of Georgia’s life into his, via toothbrushes 
and hairbrushes, sweatshirts and socks left in the bed; the muggy morning 
he proposed to her. Larissa was there through it all, even when the patina on 
her poster was growing noticeably worn, she was still there, like family. Every 
time Georgia fell asleep looking into Larissa’s almond-shaped eyes, she won-
dered if her husband was doing the same.

 When Georgia made the announcement, they came to her in droves, 
like sharks salivating at the first sign of blood. They reminded her that she 
was “too young, too free. Don’t think about settlin’ down so soon!” She lost 
count of the fingers wagged, the heads downturned in disappointment. Close 
friends turned their backs, united as a front. Georgia craved that cavalier 
streak, wanted to tattoo a big “fuck if I care” on her forehead. She invited ev-
erybody to the wedding.

 Jeremy wore a blue velvet suit. He carried the rings himself, because 
Georgia’s nephews never showed up. When the organ began to cough out the 
processional, Georgia pushed her step-father’s wheelchair down the aisle, 
hoping that she wouldn’t trip. She was glad that nobody in the pews looked 
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at her. Her bone colored dress sagged off of her shoulders, and she kissed her 
step-father’s pockmarks before moving towards the altar. 

The priest muttered her name. “Do you take him?”
Of course, she thought. “Yes.”
The priest turned his spotted neck towards Jeremy.
“Yep.”
He kissed the bride before he was supposed to.
Jeremy informed Georgia that theirs would be a two-income household.
“Unless you want to pay rent, heh heh.”
Since Georgia, freshly eighteen, had decided to forgo her senior year at 

Carver High for a taste of the married life.
“No one is hiring. I ain’t got nothin’ to show ‘em.”
“Better start showin’ some tit then, George.”
Against her husband’s recommendation, Georgia found gainful employ-

ment at a local Jimmie Burger, working the deep fryer. Her hair smelled like 
grease every night, even when she wore a baseball cap.

“Ooh, you stink, babe. Get in the shower before you make dinner.” 
He had two jobs. Before leaving for work as a bartender at the Laughing 

Marlin, he would organize his merchandise. He set the plastic baggies in rows 
near the door, watered the plants and separated the seeds until they lodged 
themselves under his jagged fingernails. Georgia never complained about the 
smell; he believed she liked it. 

 At 17, joy for Georgia’s group of friends meant sneaking into Pulse, 
the most unctuous of greasy nightclubs lining the main strip in town. It ex-
cited them to see the rushes of neon, and breathe the clammy air while they 
strained to remember the birth dates on their fake IDs and begged guys to 
buy them cheap beer and Camel Lites. On a windless day in mid-November, 
Georgia and arrived at Pulse, a bar commensurate to a rest stop stall. Upon her 
arrival, Georgia surveyed the area for the perfect candidate to buy her a drink. 
Unluckily, it seemed that the lonely bachelor conglomerate had already zeroed 
in on her blonde friend Mary.

 Striding towards the bathroom, she collided with a barrel-chested 
man with beetle eyes. He was so solid, his muscles hard beneath naval tat-
toos. He slid his forearm around her shoulders, pulling her into an overstuffed 
booth.

 She and her new charge spent the rest of the night slugging vodka 
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tonics and throwing their bodies together. He had a great smile – white, unin-
hibited – and every few minutes he would grope for her hand under the table. 
Georgia’s heart gained momentum, leaping against her rib cage with alarming 
force. She thought it was just the first flight of attraction – love at first sight, 
perhaps – so she shook it off when her mind began to spike in and out of 
consciousness. She told herself it was merely the effect of drinking noxious 
amounts of alcohol on just a Saltine dinner. Her uneasiness became harder 
to deny when she awoke, mouth full of gravel. Thrusting her tongue forward, 
she felt a tooth come loose. A dull pain – was it fear? -- flooded her chest, and 
she tried to stand, but found that her body felt lank and swollen, like she had 
just been caught in a rip tide. Rolling on her side, Georgia saw a pool of blood 
on her unbuttoned jeans. She wasn’t sure where it was coming from. Twisting, 
she spotted a shadowed silhouette crouching over her. He cradled her, whis-
pering words of panicked reconciliation into her hair. They woke up the next 
morning sticking to the cotton sheets.

 He always told her that he was lucky that he was there in time, that 
he must have been her guardian angel. He was her savior. Pressed against 
him in the almost perfect dark, Georgia saw things projected on the walls 
that she pushed away as just silly ideas, like the kind of the shriveled thought 
doctors on TV said were just your mind playing pranks, just messing up your 
memory. Georgia’s bonked brain was just mixing things up, placing Jeremy’s 
face over her attackers, because it couldn’t have been his rough hands pushing 
her shoulders to the cement. Couldn’t have been his thick fingers around her 
throat. He was her savior.

 Three and half weeks later, he kneeled before her on the yellowed 
linoleum, pinching cubic zirconia between his thick fingers.

 Georgia quickly adapted to the lifestyle Jeremy had crafted for them, 
which included nitrous tanks in garages apartments, parties that went from 
Monday night to Wednesday morning, learning how to distinguish a poten-
tial client from a potential cop. The weeks wore on, and Georgia often found 
herself sitting in silence, listening to the pipes bubble and burp.

 Georgia began a desperate search for alternative entertainment af-
ter her daytime shift. When she wasn’t counting airborne dust particles, she 
was curled up under a worn black afghan, watching bloody war movies or 
documentaries on primordial dwarves. After that, she switched to ordering 
from Home Shopping Network: sets of playful china cats for the living room; 
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a novelty Samurai sword Jeremy might like; a margarita machine. One day 
when she was about to be the last to order a poster of Jimmy Buffett, Georgia 
reached for the beat-up Yellow Pages instead. On a whim, she dialed an exter-
minator.

“How are you today?”
“What kinda pest ya got, ma’am?”
“No pests. Well, I mean, the occasional fly but nothing all that bad. No 

coons or nothin’, no opossums.”
“Well, what can I help you with then?”
“I’m just…well, how are you today?”
Georgia tied up the line, calling everyone: limousine services, 1411, the 

local groceries. She was the only person in America to find a way to get tele-
marketers to stop calling her, she talked so much.

“Lady, I’m being paid to stay on the line and I still want to hang up.”
 The White Pages beckoned next. Being the more refined, slimmer 

sister of the bulky yellow phonebook, Georgia trusted she could find solace 
between its pages. She started with the Z’s and worked herself backwards. She 
hit voice mail boxes most of the time, and the people who actually answered 
usually hung up after they realized it wasn’t a solicitor or a wrong number. 
Georgia struck gold midway through the H’s. Henrikson.

“Hello?” The voice sounded confused, but happy. She sounded like she was 
smiling.

“Hello, um is this the Henrikson residence?”
“Yes, Angela speaking.”
“Oh, hi, Angela. My name is Georgia.”
The voice laughed. “Hey, Georgia!”
 During their first conversation, Angela Malone-Henrikson ex-

plained that she was a homemaker, pregnant with her third – “and hopefully 
last, hah!” Her husband worked at a law firm downtown, and frequently trav-
eled. She said she was alone most of the time, so when she wasn’t busy with the 
kids, she volunteered at the church.“Sunday is my favorite day. I just love to sit 
outside and watch the babies, or play around with the garden after chapel. It’s 
great, don’t you think?”

 Sundays for Georgia usually consisted of her and Jeremy at the local 
park, trying to scam teenagers for a dime bag filled with oregano.

 Angela Malone-Henrikson let Georgia in on her little secret. “Oh, 
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gosh, my husband would absolutely kill me if he knew this. So, sometimes, on 
Sundays, I don’t go to church. Instead, I leave my kids inside and just sit on the 
porch and have a cocktail. How wretched is that?”

 Georgia was intoxicated by the intimacy that comes with those little 
secrets, those things that always precede a blushed giggle.

“Can I call again tomorrow?”
“Well, I don’t see why not, Georgia! Tomorrow, it’s a date!”
 Georgia started incorporating their calls into her dreary routine. She 

had the number memorized. She drank in Angela’s normalcy, her ordinary 
words and anecdotes slipping down Georgia’s throat in silver drops. Ange-
la Malone-Henrikson filled Georgia in on her day, how Thomas stepped on 
Jenny’s favorite toy, how the baby started kicking while Angela was watch-
ing Oprah. Angela punctuated each story with sweet, domesticated expres-
sions that Georgia reciprocated. Darling. Honey. Georgia wanted to say them, 
wanted to hear them all of the time.

 A week later, Angela didn’t answer on the first two rings. By the 
third, Georgia was starting to get worried. She pressed call again and heard 
Angela answer wearily.

 “You know, Georgia, it’s been lovely getting to know you, but I reck-
on it’s about time we get started back on our own lives. My baby’s on her way, 
and I need both of my hands to take care of her. And I’m sure your husband is 
missing you, the way you’ve been spending all your time talkin’ to me.”

 Tears cut paths down Georgia’s colorless cheeks as she choked out a 
goodbye.

 Crawling under the black afghan, Georgia fingered the scar at her 
throat, the one she had gained from the night she met Jeremy. It ached from 
time to time: a perfect cross, the flesh pink and bumpy. Angela knew about the 
mark, had encouraged Georgia to interpret it as a sign.

 “The good Lord was looking out for you that night. The least you 
could do is pray in return.”

 Georgia fell asleep, her head blurring with pathetic pleas.
She watched them cross the room, saw them slam the door to her bed-

room. Georgia slid off of the couch and began to glide towards the noises on 
the other side ofthe wall. White noise in her ear.

 She clicked open the lock with ease, tripping over her own dingy bra 
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and then another, an alien one -- a useless black strip of underwire and lace. 
Her eyes adjusted to the squirm of the figures on the bed, the familiarity of 
Jeremy’s pant and the foreign groans. Georgia flicked on the light.

 The almond-shaped eyes bore into her. Georgia took slow, measured 
steps towards the bed. Her husband sat straight up, his hands flying over his 
head.

 “It’s not what it looks like, babe!” he stuttered at her, spittle flying 
everywhere.

“Larissa Hong?” Georgia said.
The girl choked, injured by her own name.
“Now we know who’s sleepin’ in your bed.”
Georgia thrust the HSN samurai sword into her husband’s barrel chest. Red 

spray shot all over the room, soaking the screaming woman in the bed.
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All I remember is a rusted Ford kicking up dust into the air. I 
think I sucked some into my lungs, metallic taste of Earth on 
my tongue. I wasn’t sad to see it go, but I couldn’t keep my eyes 
from staring at the rust spot in the middle of the O in “Ford” 

as it drove away, narrowed into a speck and then into nothing. I wish I were 
a speck. A speck that was smaller than a speck. A speck that collapsed in on 
itself and then made a mushroom cloud over Crawford. Might as well. 
I was 8 and Mom was 30. I remember her birthday with a question mark 
candle instead of numbers. I don’t know how old Dad was. I know Mom was 
sitting in the kitchen, staring and staring at a whorl in the wooden dining 
table she’d had since it was given to her as a wedding gift eleven years ago. I 
know she had her head in her hands. I know she’d had her head in her hands 
for so long she started to feel the needle pricks of numbness in her elbows 
and her wrists. I knew it without looking at her, because I knew she’d forgot-
ten how to move since I saw her last. 
 I know my size eight feet that Mom said were growing every day 
climbed down the three white-washed steps of our porch, walked and 
walked and left the makeshift driveway, left the mailbox by the corner. I 
know they walked and walked and that I did not care that my new sandals 

D ista n c e
K a t h e r i n e  G r a c e  L a  M a n t i a
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were getting covered in rust colored dirt. I know they passed the dogwood 
trees marking the property line of the neighbors’ place; I know they passed 
the corner store. I know they marched right past the field I liked to lay in 
with Abby Washington on sunny days and the copse of trees where we 
play-acted swordfights with sticks. I know Mom was still in the kitchen, 
falling further into that dark wooden whorl. I know Mr. Adams called to 
me while walking his terrier that nipped my thigh once when I petted it 
too roughly. I know I did not answer. I think he did not worry. I know that 
I imagined myself shrinking, a speck that was smaller than a speck. Mush-
room cloud over Crawford, speck. I know that I screwed up my eyes as hard 
as I could manage, trying to see further into the distance, looking for the 
rust spot in the middle of the O in “Ford” as he drove away. 
 I know it was dark when I came back, and the streetlamps had just 
flickered on with the mechanical drone I hated to hear. I know that Mom 
was right where I left her at the table, and that she did not look up as I sat 
beside her. But that was okay, because I did not look at her either. Instead 
we both stared into the whorl, screwing our eyes up looking for that distant 
speck of rust.

Ra’ahanzu/ Shandton Williams
Photography



Fran opened the front door to the sound of metal scraping against 
metal.It was coming from Mae’s room.
After removing her shoes by the entrance, a habit that her tidy, 
germaphobic mother had ingrained in her by the age of five, 

Fran went to investigate. More out of routine than curiosity or fear, Fran 
proceeded in a beeline toward her sister’s bedroom. She paid no attention to 
the pile of splintered wood that used to be their kitchen table and chairs, she 
tip-toed with determination around the de-framed family photos that lined 
the route to the staircase. The source of the noise was the room closest to 
the top step, and the door had been taken off the hinges a month ago when 
Mae decided she didn’t have anything to hide. So after ascending only two-
thirds of the way to the top, Fran could see into her sister’s minimalistic, yet 
somehow always messy, bedroom. She stopped just shy of the doorway, still 
respecting the boundary of the absent barrier.
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MAE
R a c h e l  Z i p p e r e r 

Normally, she would even have knocked, but without the door, that seemed 
excessive.
 “What are you doing?” Fran asked with the tone of someone who 
knows exactly what the other person is doing.
 Oversized cardigan sleeves rolled up and both hands gripping tight 
a pair of safety scissors, Mae was attempting to cut her mattress in half long-
ways and had made it as far as the springs, apparently, before she ran into 
real trouble. Her nest of henna-red curly hair hung over her face as she put 
all her weight on the front center edge, but it was clear that she had tackled 
this task from multiple angles. There were frayed bits of the outer fabric 
along the edges and in the center of the bed, and her pillows were in scraps 
and feathers on the floor from a practice round. Now she loosened her grasp 
momentarily, reclining into a slouched kneel with a sigh, to answer her 
sister’s semi-rhetorical question.
 “There aren’t enough beds for everyone,” Mae said before returning 
to her attack.
 “We both have beds...Is someone sleeping over?”
 “No, I mean EVERYONE. Like, in the world. I feel selfish with all 
this extra bed space that I’m not using. I always curl up to one side, and the 
rest just goes to waste.”
 Fran did not try to reason. Over the last 18 years, she had learned 
that there was no use in trying to talk Mae out of something. Though they 
were adults now, to some degree, every fight ended with Mae asserting her 
seniority as the older sister. And that was that.
At this point Fran realized that she had not been home since 8am, and it was 
now nearly 6:30.
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 “How long have you been trying this?”
 “Not that long, only a couple hours... I finished all the housework 
early.”
 The housework was never finished early, or at all. Fran remembered 
when Mae said she took out the trash but really kept all the garbage in her 
closet to use as materials for an unnamed future art project, and when the 
dirty dishes were transported outside instead of washed. Mae said the neigh-
borhood cats would appreciate the taste of milk left in the used cereal bowls.
 In defeat, Fran turned to descend the stairs. As she turned, Fran’s 
bare foot landed on a picture frame which that morning had held one of the 
photos that now littered the living room floor. The glass cracked and one 
edge sliced into the arch of Fran’s foot. It was not a deep cut, but she bled. She 
attempted a kind of hop to avoid tracking blood on her way to the bathroom, 
but every step left a few drops in her wake. A band-aid fixed everything 
except the stains on the floor. 
 Sitting on the porcelain edge of the bathtub, Fran stepped with 
increasing force onto the tile floor to test if walking would be painful after 
her injury. After determining that the cut would only be a mild discomfort, 
she examined her legs. Fran peeled off her footless tights to see how Mon-
day’s wound was healing. As a child, she had always pulled off her scabs too 
early, leaving her with pink splotches of scars sprinkled across her shins and 
forearms. When she tripped over Mae’s dismantled bicycle andbanged her 
knee on the corner of the metal framed coffee table, Fran told herself she 
would have patience. The divot in the skin covering her kneecap developed 
into a rough patch of flaky healing skin, but she resisted the urge to scratch it 
off, and though things had gotten a bit prickly, she decided not to shave her 
legs until the razor was no longer a threat to creating another scar.
 When Fran exited her makeshift emergency room, Mae was taking 
a break from her humanitarian effort to provide half a mattress for the needy. 
In the hall, both sisters looked at the trail of deep purple spots leading from 
the top of the stairs to the bathroom.
 “Did you do this?” Mae asked.
 Staring at her feet, Fran admitted that it was kind of an accident.
 “I think it’s great. Just great. Really raw. This is what I’ve been going 
for, you know? The exact look I wanted the hall to have. It just needs some-
thing … more.”
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 Mae darted back into her room and pulled the scissors from where 
she’d stuck them into the mattress as a place holder. Fran didn’t think you 
could cut yourself with safety scissors, but Mae was an exception to near-
ly every rule. Mae pressed her own left index finger to the blade just hard 
enough to draw blood and proceeded to apply a perfect line of red finger-
prints along the wall at eye level.
 “There,” she said, “perfect.”
 Again, Fran retreated, this time to her bedroom where she closed 
the door behind her but did not lock it. She lay stiff as a board on the floor, 
listening to Mae saw away at her mattress springs.
That night, Mae insisted on sleeping in Fran’s bed. 
 Fran used to be a frequent stowaway in Mae’s room on rainy nights 
when wind and thunder would make her dream of war and death. Then, Mae 
would calm her younger sister with stories of meadows and infinite desserts. 
Now, Fran tried to lie as still as possible while Mae tossed and turned, flailing 
her limbs across the entirety of the bed.
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Advice to the 
Politician as 
a Young Man 

Chicken/ Andie Ashe
Acrylic on Painting

A s h l y n n  F e n t o n
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Get a tailor.
If your speeches are edited, so should your clothes.
Suits shouldn’t be as big as your dreams. 

Cultivate coldness over glass of sweet tea
and write your principles in pencil,
but keep erasers handy.
Lead gets heavy with idealism. 

Cover your tracks with charm,
but keep track of your steps. 
Push down ladders as you climb them. 

As you see your reflection in the gloss of your desk
and feel the smooth curves of cherry bookshelves,
remember that under that finish are the remnants 
of what once stood tall and proud.
A glossy finish can only mask a wild past. 

When finally you tire of tamed marble and 
nature cut and polished, come to the sea. 
Cast off your leather shoes
 – that casualty of your closet – 
Roll your suit pants. Stand tall. 

You, the blond, bright-eyed pilgrim–
camouflaged in slate suits and 
ties that hang like nooses. 
Accept the biting wind as it tousles your hair 
with coldness that demands to be felt
and listen to the driftwood crashing to shore. 
So smooth and strange.
A product of its past;
perfect in its imperfection.
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a neighborhood of bedrooms,
and the crux remains she.
dialogues disintegrate from black bricks
amoebas gush from the plum’s mouth,
and absorb into cloth.
fluorescent sounds evaporate into the electromagnetic night
her tongue remembers the reed’s hollow
she navigates through the fragments
stops, inserts her key, discovers an inside of
off white and linoleum glitter
cheap and dirty pictures that make her pink with erotic curiosity, recycle on 
stream.
musted walls and marbled meat and marlboro lights and him
thick and brash,
spread out on the bed like chops on a butcher’s block,
a tarnished patriarchal line of sewage.
and she stands there, so clean and colorful
a guadeloupe next to crumbling ash and latex.
chiquita says _____.
wants to say ______.
but she is a ribbon flouncing of loneliness
filling the mold that has been made for her, in him.
at the exhale
light seeps through
and she is naked in the morning’s lime
her cold skin watches the scene from the window,
a mediation of a time before.
she is overcast on the glass.
he drives through her reflection,
a dirty lens,
into wednesday’s honey dew

DISINTEGRATION
206-232 V i c t o r i a 

V a s q u e z
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H a l f - s h a v e d 
W o l f

In class I sat close 
and spoke loudly on things 
that I believed 
would intrigue you 
to me— 
speaking of 
music you’ve never heard of 
films you’ve never seen 
herbs & health foods & 
holistic remedies 
the anatomy of the brain 
the virtues of lucid dreaming 
and many little tidbits 
on social psychology— 
(Of course, I knew 
that was your focus, dear; 
psych majors have that 
tragedy  
written all over their  
face.)

And I always wondered what 
you might think of  
my psyche 
if you ever knew that all my clothes 
I’d worn those weeks 
were chosen and arranged 
according to those two  
phenomenal days 
when I might spend some time 
in your company— 
for you only saw the best, 

or at least 
what I thought might make 
some sort of 
impression— 
shaving my face on Friday nights 
to give my hair some time 
to grow out over 
the weekend 
so by Monday morning 
you might see me 
to be 
a very rugged man 
dressed in stretched shirts & 
who couldn’t care less. 
Nights spent wondering  
what we might say 
if we ever spoke; 
whether we could fill 
the silent void  
long enough 
to suffice it to say 
we communicate well.

But how shameful it’d be 
if I ever managed to bring 
you home 
for us to strip down to 
only our skin: 
my bed sheets stinking  
of dog &  
cold sweat, 
with you standing there 

S t e p h e n  W a c k
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staring at  
my skinny build 
being the first to witness 
the results of my panicked 
nerves: 
when I awoke one night & 
shaved half my body 
from 
chest-to-toe 
dividing the man 
from his sanity in  
one symmetrical line; 
having been driven into 
a cold, dark 
hole 
which was neither 
sexual 
or calming to hide in— 
sprinting for miles 
everyday 
until I grew sick & 
tasted nothing but 
acid 
figuring if I couldn’t impress you 
with my mind 
than I might press upon you 
with my body 
instead. 
And though I loved you, 
you loved girls & 
the last word you 
ever said 
left me shaving my body  
all over again: 
You turned to me, 
looked me straight 
in the dead eyes & 
said: “WOLF.” 
You called me: 
“WOLF.” St
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Candles; illuminating the scrubbed smudges beneath dancing
slender fingertips
A manic ballet, a wuxia; they twist, push, caress, coax, Creating
chaos to life, darkness to light

Fire; silently bridging over insistent
troubled water
A calm erosion, a surgery; it weighs, measures, arranges, Relegating
curiosity to space, passion to routine

Inferno; safely stowed inside an upright
old book
Spine bared to the world; hoping, wishing, Awaiting
slender fingertips to re-open

Organization
T a y l o r  A m s l e r
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Wooden Ribs/ Elizabeth Vogan
Charcoal
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My words are penned up inside me,
Penned by men who couldn’t love or abide me.
They wrote sonnets to divide me
Into my prettiest parts.
Cold, botched dissections,
Necessary to their erections
But useless to their hearts.
And these are the arts
To which I must aspire?
Those men who reviled me
As sluttish, proud, defiled
If I dared choose my desire
Instead of their own?
Can you wonder that I have grown
Wary of their works, those same
That spoke of great LOVES
But never mentioned their names?

The Greats

C a m i l y  R .  W i l l i a m s 
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Party Girl / Andie Ashe
Acrylic Painting and Collage
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Jerry Seinfeld pantomimes a joke to a crowd of well-dressed adult 
children in a small bar located on the upper-eastside of New York 
City.

The world has ended. The bombs have fallen. All ears still attached 
to living bodies have fallen deaf, and yet Jerry Seinfeld is still going 
on about cars and health clubs

Grocery store interactions and friends that wear tennis shoes out to 
dinner.

Post-Apocalypse
T r e v o r  L i s a
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Watcher / David Nahabedian
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The shift
As startling as it was unnecessary
Viridescence of the canopy fading
The dense foliage and the passing moun-
tain
Traded for grey.
That familiar grey of urbanization.
That unwashed grey harbored in cities,
Grey mark of the ‘human footprint’.
What sized boot fits this print?
Smog-smeared sky and the trash-littered 
tracks
The city’s black eye.
“Springfield!”
He heard it again
One last time apparently—
Some half-voice overhead
—not quite there.
Civilization, at last, after traversing
The green mile.
Home sweet home, he sighed

The Vermonter

G a b e  C a v a l l a r o
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There’s tinny Americana
In each sinusoidal pulse of the track
And above the racket a theme plays
In time with the wavelengths
Instrumented by blowing whistles
And ringing bells
And chiming customers
“Garçon Garçon, another WhiskeySour!”
Penetrating the fabric of sleep
The Theme and Variations forces dreams
Of boats and ice rinks
Anywhere but the loud metal shuttle
Jumping, cruising, mashing smashly ashes
From a) to b) or hither, thither
If only legs could stretch so far
Or arms could reach so long
I’d have no need to close my eyes on a train

Railroads

J e f f r e y  M a n n
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Autumn’s final gust brings dying 
leaves from the brink. Defiant 
sparks of yellow, rust, and orange 
ride the damp wind before settling 
back onto the ground to wait for 
the burn pile.

Autumn
S a m  L a n e
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Turkey/ Andie Ashe
Acrylic onWood



CirCa 1991
Millions of apes 

over millions of years 
made a Super Nintendo.

C l a r k  S e a q u i s t

GOD'S SCRIPT
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CirCa 1991
 start wearing glasses at the age of 8 because this is when life 
starts, more or less. I want to look pretty. Mom’s face is tepid 
as she speaks to dad. She calls him “jagged”. I must learn better 
words. I find a thesaurus under the Christmas tree.

I decide that I am, above all else, a synthesizer.

 My childhood is quaint, forgettable—like a picturesque 
screensaver. My parents are getting a divorce. I buy lots of pens and 
paper, because I want to be dramatic and write a story. I am crying. I 
am shouting and I am writing down the reasons why I am shouting in 
small lists. Mom wants me to see a therapist. I take a personality test 
and Ms. Stevie tells me that I am an INFP, for whatever that’s worth. I 
wonder if what she tells me is made up.

Fictitious.

Spurious.

Pseudo.

You just sound a little terse, she says.

Ergo Propter Hoc
T r e v o r  L i s a

I
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Oh you’re right. I’m just being too compendious.

 I walk out of the room in a way that I think would have made 
dad proud.

 I am sixteen years old, and I am angry all the time. I start 
writing my name as “Ergo Propter Hoc” because I think this is clever. 
I make many friends because I am pretty, and because I can speak in-
telligently about books by Tobias Wolff and other, immaterial people. 
I am the recipient of “interesting”, eye brow raises, and drunken hugs; 
because I am not everyone else.

 I become sexually curious. I become sexually active. I become 
sexually inactive. I become a sexual causality.

I start keeping a journal. Why not pretend to be a lesbian?

I watch as Mrs. Price takes her heel out of her flats in 
casual defiance. She waits the requisite three beats, then 
continues to slide her foot all the way out. It retreats 
back, a snail. No one else notices. She is testing me.

 College. My couch affords me movie theater seating for the 
spectacles of everyday life. You would have thought that I might have 
found a husband by now—or at least a new best friend. I am transpar-
ent.

I am running my first 10k in August.

 I am going to drop acid for the first time with some friends 
from Habitat for Humanity.

 I want to be more than my outward appearance or my deepest 
desires, but people refuse to change the way they look at things—I will 
always be what I do, and it’s that fucking simple.

 It is the summer before my second year of college. I start 
watching The Sopranos with my new pelirrojo boyfriend. I like him 
because he comes up with cute terms of endearment. “It would be 
pretty cool to be intimidating,” I say to no one in particular.
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Time passes in quiet bursts. The clocks give me blank stares—I begin 
to think of them in the terms of Dalí, as opposed to the Cold Play 
variety. 

 I decide to switch my major from Comparative Literature to 
Creative Writing, so now I have a nice ice breaker for the two days 
a week I try to meet new people. Dad tells me I’m bold, tells me he 
couldn’t do it.    

 I graduate in three years with a BFA in BS and a minor in 
binge drinking. I tried for a certificate in dreaming but I stopped sleep-
ing, and my academic advisor was a bitch. 
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a pork salt body
cuts my tongue
the red rind bleeds out 
into the 
starpulp of the night
in matters of love, 
i do not.

No.1
V i c t o r i a 
V a s q u e z
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he Arabs have a story,” Freeborn began, “about a King, and 
the King had a maze builder, and this guy was the shit. Circle 
mazes, square mazes, octagon, you name it. Well one day, the 
maze builder went around saying he was the only one who 

could build an unsolvable maze. So that night while the maze builder slept, 
the King grabs him, black bags him, and when the maze builder wakes up 
he’s in the middle of the fucking desert, no water, no people, no nothing for 
ten-thousand miles every way. All he’s got is a message from the King: God is 
the only one who can build an unsolvable maze.”

 He scratched the back of his sunburnt neck, lowered the binoculars. 
It was 2 a.m. in the Strait of Hormuz. Everything was ink, ink and tire rubber, 
a black more impenetrable than Freeborn’s used-coffee-grounds-black skin. 
They were supposed to be watching—for Iranian gun boats, Omani pirates, 
any idiot with two nuts and a rocket launcher—not having story hour, not 
that he minded. As a kid he’d grown up with more comic books than prov-
erbs of any sort. Every day he walked the world with some twisted, torn issue 
peeking out of his back pocket like a sacred talisman against the Evil Eye, the 
tagline All hail Superman—protector of the innocents! always quivering on 
his breath like a dime-store Buddhist mantra.

   TheMaze 
Builder
C h e l s e y  A b e r c r o m b i e

“T
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It was 2 a.m. in the Strait of Hormuz, so he asked anyway: “Your point is?”
“Point is you can drown on dry land. Ain’t any worse out here than it is back 
there.”

 The other sailor had missed the point of the maze builder’s story. 
It’s not the things you do that damn you. It’s the things you can do nothing 
about.
 Or as Freeborn would say, “Rules of Engagement, motherfucker!”
 There were too many things he hadn’t known—things he had 
learned, things he had memorized, things he had been tested on, but he 
hadn’t known—until he came out here, to the flat black wonderland of the 
Arabian Sea, a living stretch of salty tar pinned-in on all sides by towering 
pillars of formless sand mixed with an army of billion dollar buildings. He 
had known the ships were complicated, with dips andturns and crevices and 
edges and chutes and ladders, but this ship was so byzantine it bordered on a 
psychological experiment, like the Pentagon had personally selected his unit 
for some real grandioseintellectual fuckery, Manchurian Candidate-style. The 
doorframes, oblong, each with a foot of metal thatshot up and down from 
the top and bottom like—what was the word?—stalagmites and stalactites, 
were hell-bent on reminding him of that last inch over six feet he possessed, 
and they were going to donkey kick it out of him. And even when you made 
it through unscathed, trying to negotiate the shrinking metallic corridors 
and arachnoid staircases was like trying to please a pissed-off girlfriend: past 
a certain point, she wouldn’t be satisfied. If he guessed right on the first try, 
she’d spit him out where he needed to be. But if he went left when she wanted 
right, up when she wanted down, he might as well have slept inwhatever 
dusty, potentially nuclear crevice he landed in, because he was eaten until 
tomorrow.
 A few times he could’ve sworn he actually saw the bitch move. A 
ladder would appear where it wasn’t yesterday. The door he needed would 
disappear from existence overnight. Like the tanker wasn’t a ship but a 
breathing iron ziggurat, a living machine fed on coal and man-sweat, meant 
to produce—what? And they were all just sleeping and talking and pissing 
inside its ferric intestines. Dreaming and dying in the indecipherable belly 
of the beast, his sanity lost and mingling with the orphaned scent of burnt 
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copperwire.
 What he should’ve been afraid of was the Bomb.
The AOE—ammo, oil, explosives—tanker carried 2.8 million net tons of 
explosive weight in bullets, missiles, fuel and warheads. The projected blast 
radius was twenty-five miles should it all go to hell, but the good news was 
he’d never know if it did. It would vaporize them before anyone could feel a
thing. You would be sand. You would be the sand on the seashore that Sally 
picks out of her damn seashells before you could feel a damn thing. Like 
something out of Star Trek.
“Hey brother, hey bro,” Freeborn swatted him on the back.
Story time over.

“We got something.”

 It came like a shadow, pitch black on blacker, the photo-negative of 
mercurial lightning. The tanker trained its weapons on the shadow like an 
animal suddenly quits playing dead. LRTDs—long range thermal detectors—
showed a cigarette boat, radio silent. Not pirates, not gunboats. Smugglers. 
Heroin had been here longer than the black gold people lanced out of the 
ground, and it would be here after they were all gone. The runners knew how 
to play it: they would sneak up alongside a leviathan like the tanker and use 
its radar signal as camouflage to cross the waterway into Iraq without being 
caught by shore patrol. The smugglers didn’t know the tanker would blow 
them all to Kingdom come with one good sneeze, didn’t know they were 
snuggling up to the devil just for a quick way under the wire. But those who 
make friends in the dark never do. The cigarette boat slowed as it drew closer, 
and the LRTD’s heat-seeking eyes threw everything into an unforgiving spec-
trum of multi-flavored halogen.
 That was when he saw it: the bodies, limbs and skulls and torsos, 
toes and necks and fingers, hair and bruises and teeth, all twisted and woven 
around one another into a packed layer of human building blocks on the cig-
arette boat’s top, pulsing just slightly like a frozen ball of worms, so twisted he 
couldn’t see where one person began and another ended. A living, breathing 
labyrinth.
 He told himself they were refugees, but refugees only went out 
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of the Gulf, never in. And something told him the asshole teetering in the 
spaces between the human jigsaw pieces, the one with the AK-47, wasn’t the 
fucking cruise director.
 There was enough ammo on the tanker to blow the heads clean off 
the boat’s captain, to turn the guard into a fistful of blood clots and sand for 
the wind to eat. But that was one of the things he’d learned, from the billionth 
Chapter I’m-not-listening-anymore: no engaging non-enemy combatants.
 Somebody shot the flare, and the cigarette boat skittered off, proba-
bly to cozy up along the oil tankers three knots back. In a blink it was there. 
In a blink it was gone.
 No time to do anything about it.
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Hajj Decay/ Elizabeth Vogan
Charcoal and Acrylic
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Peacock / Andie Ashe
Acrylic on Wood
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aleria leaned her head against the car windowsill in a crooked 
and uncomfortable way, her neck misshapen and unnatural 
like a dead bird’s, contorted in that way dead bird’s do. Outside, 
the Minneapolis clime was dark and icy. Valeria’s husband, 

David, felt guilty in a vague but certain way. Because he was at a total loss as 
to feelings other than his own, Valeria’s state seemed to come at him all at a 
sudden, at a most uncomfortable time, and, as he believed, at some fault of 
his own. Little did he know that his wife’s state was not of a temporary but 
of a prolonged sort, that it had only increased at the cause of Valeria having 
recently learned something, that she was in fact abject, and that she was 
devastated. He tried to guess what made Valeria slump her neck that way, 
but he could not do so precisely because it was what he least expected, what 
he was most afraid to hear, and, if he knew the whole truth, what he would 
have been least prepared to handle. By and by his sense of fear would grow, 
but he would not know tonight what kept his wife’s eyes unblinking and 
absent, what kept her posture so twisted and without support. She could not 
tell him that she was pregnant; but also she could not tell him that the child 
was not his.

 It would not be right to say that David did not want a child, but he 
was beyond afraid to have one.  There is no doubt that his career as a school-

   The Child
L u b e n  R a y t c h e v

V
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teacher had partly dissuaded him from the path of fatherhood, but more so 
this had been used as a cover. He had an irrational fear and a rational fear on 
this matter and always purported the rational one, which was that it would 
be dangerous and uncertain to bring a child into a world that any concerned 
person could see is so unstable and moreover unsatisfying—this had some 
merit but in large part was also a cover. David’s espousal of this conviction 
meant that he believed there are a whole lot of unconcerned and in fact 
delusional people in the world, which granted may be true. However, David 
was more than a concerned person—he was chary and circumspect, diffident 
and anxious to the point of a condition. Valeria had recognized early on that 
he was a coward. She married him despite this because if anything he was at 
least a conscious being, and from her experience she knew this as a rare plus. 
She thought he was right about the world and about people, that it is all far 
from perfect, and she married him because sometimes people come togeth-
er precisely to face a life brimful of far-from-perfect. The stuff of David’s 
cowardice lay in the fact that he was over-conscious and that this over-con-
sciousness paralyzed him on many fronts, including his instinct to procreate. 
Valeria was an excellent reader of people but she had made the mistake of 
believing that no one could heed their consciousness for so long.

 It was no exaggerated or passionate desire, but Valeria would have 
liked a child. She was powerful, successful (an advertising executive), and 
possessed an intelligence and perceptiveness far surpassing that of her 
husband’s, and yet this did not extinguish her natural belief that one can at 
least try raising a child, perhaps should try. But she never dreamed of leaving 
David on account of their discrepancy, and so she was in a way prepared to 
die childless, for she too had great trepidations about the world and about 
the great throng of people, who by and large seemed so ignorant to her, so 
certain to remain oblivious if only it would delay their terror—and so, as 
it stood for many years, there appeared to be no real obstacle to her and 
David’s happiness. Unknown to her, however, there was still David’s irra-
tional fear to consider, which was bound to unearth itself sooner or later, 
and which she would have to confront to its full extent. The specialty of all 
overly conscious people is their self-consciousness, which they possess to 
an extraordinary degree and which was paralyzing David. Valeria did not 
fail to see this quality, but she failed to appreciate its depth, until one night 
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almost six months ago when it revealed itself in all its vast despair. It felt like 
for years she had been walking around a pit covered over with leaves, and 
suddenly she had fallen into it. 

 The memory of this occasion was precisely what had now infiltrated 
David’s mind during the car ride. 

They had arrived at the theatre well before the previews and all was 
silent. Valeria was in a good mood. She felt light. It was the rare kind of joy 
that makes one feel that everything will be alright. She was like a pure white 
lightbulb on the veranda of a cabin in the woods, shining far in the distance 
in the night.

 Every now and again over the span of their marriage, which num-
bered five years, but much less often than she could afford, Valeria alluded to 
the prospect of a child. That night in the theatre she leaned against David’s 
shoulder and said: “Do you want a kid, David?” She would have accepted 
anything: yes, no, silence even. She would have listened to his usual an-
swer about how terrible the world was, how afraid he was and how afraid 
of thinking about anyone having to live in it, how he was worried for his 
students, and she would have said, “Yes, David, I agree. I was afraid, too. But 
right now it feels like everything’s going to be alright. It doesn’t matter what 
you feel. It is alright.”  That was the rare kind of mood she was in, where she 
could have accepted almost anything; if someone had told her the world was 
ending, she would have accepted that, too.

 By contrast David was in a comparatively plain state of mind. He 
was anticipating the movie, which is the most that can be said, and so Vale-
ria’s remark caught him by surprise. He thought he needs must answer, and 
soon, and that he ought to give the right answer, which he thought was “Yes.” 
If one were to have come very close and put an ear to his lips, they would 
have heard a sort of choking sound, crackles of saliva, the violent sticking 
and unsticking of his tongue, and his breath coming on faster and faster. 
He felt at the core that the objections he had previously raised were not his 
deepest fears, that he had hitherto propped up a ruse, and that at this very 
moment Valeria was prying through it. This was panic; nothing his surmises 
suggested was happening, and in fact it would have been the question to end 
them all if he had not answered as he did.
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 “I don’t want to see more of me in the world,” he said. 

Paradoxically it seemed to David that there was courage in what he 
said, like he had shed a garment and stood naked in front of Valeria for the 
first time, having uncovered some final deformity. He felt pride and terror 
mingled together in the aftermath.  Beside him, Valeria, the pure white light-
bulb on the veranda, shattered into countless pieces. She stumbled into that 
pit and fell a very long way.

 Perhaps she should not have been as shocked as she was, for David 
had fexposed this side of himself before, though never to such a low. Perhaps 
if she had not felt so high she would not have fallen so far. When she had 
been prepared moments ago to float on into a happy future, she now hit 
a rock bottom where she knew she could never be happy with David. A 
sudden and drastic flux in emotion such as this one is the sort of thing that 
makes us cry, and so Valeria cried, but she kept it to herself.

 “I’m tired,” were the only other words she said that night.

 The longer Valeria stayed silent the more regretful David became. 
He could not face her or notice her tears, wrapped up as he was in his own 
fear and regret. At the same time there was still that bit of pride: what he said 
was unprovable, but there was some truth in it to him—it might have been 
wretched, but maybe it was noble somehow. Actually it was almost all fear, 
and the truth David felt was in the fact that he had admitted he was afraid, 
that he had given up all right to the world, that he was paralyzed. Over the 
next hours he repeatedly imagined his child, a daughter (that’s what he 
would have preferred), the same child over and over again, and each time he 
couldn’t stand it for long. His exercise made him confused and upset, and 
all this time Valeria was quiet. When they were in bed he tried to explain 
something to both of them.

 “What if she grows up like me?” he said talking to the ceiling, 
“What then? I’m so...troubled. I—I can hardly live. I can hardly stand it. 
I—I’m weak. I can’t. The world—”

 These were the accompanying words he offered, though they 
explained nothing. After saying them he almost immediately fell asleep; he 
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was exhausted and no less confused. Valeria cried again, and after that had 
exhausted her she, too, fell asleep. When David woke up the next morning 
she was already gone to work, which was normal—everything seemed more 
or less normal. It was not until now, during this car ride, that David thought 
he may have been mistaken, was in fact becoming certain of it. 

The Minnesota winter was one of the worst in decades. It snowed 
and snowed and snowed, and even now the sky sent down a steady flurry 
of snowflakes that met the metronomic strokes of the windshield wipers. 
Lost in his thoughts, David nearly missed the turn, but at the last moment 
he veered into a subdivision with a rich, elegantly fonted, stoneset placard 
that read: Palm Lanes. A strange name for a Minnesota subdivision; there 
were no palms for perhaps a thousand miles—it was downright bizarre, even 
delusional.

 It was two days after Christmas and all the houses were still be-
dewed with lights. Some of them still shone despite the snow, some so strong 
and hot that they put up a good fight against the snowflakes. David and 
Valeria had been invited to dinner by a dentist named Chris, an acquain-
tance of Valeria’s who shared the same alma mater. David had only seen him 
twice. The school was in Florida and it was by reason of slim odds fulfilled 
that Valeria and Chris had decided to meet at all in the last two years, which 
was how long it had been since Chris had moved to the suburbs of Minne-
apolis. Their renewed and unlikely proximity had insisted they reconnect. 
Chris’s dental practice catered to affluent clients, including his neighbors, 
who made him affluent in return. He was a man who held the conviction 
that everything can be improved, and if need be fixed, by minute and careful 
adjustments. He loved Florida, had spent his whole life there, and wouldn’t 
have dared move away unless he thought he could bring Florida with him. 
Most of all he loved tropical islands, and so he loved the Keys. David always 
found this amusing because he thought that Chris was, physically, one of the 
most ill-suited people for any kind of tropical climate. He was the kind of 
man who looked terrible in Hawaiian shirts and always wore them. In short, 
David thought Chris was ugly, in a mediocre way, but he thought differently 
of his wife. Valeria had pointed her out to him from far away once. From 
far away he had found her very attractive, though essentially he had no idea 
what she looked like. He had occasionally fantasized about her, and without 
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realizing it, more and more often in the last six months.

 If David were to describe the last five years of his marriage, he 
would have used the words ‘smooth sailing.’ There were no bumps, no 
potholes, no unexpected turns that he had to face, and for this he was very 
grateful, but also he had grown complacent and unwary. The war of the child 
was one of slow attrition; he guessed that if only he could dodge the question 
long enough, it would disappear. He had no idea how close he had come. 
Why Valeria tolerated his game he did not know, but eventually he came 
to think it was because he had outwitted her. If she could tolerate or fail to 
notice such treatment on the matter he wrongly had assumed was her great-
est concern, then he thought she would be in it for the long haul. Indeed he 
thought himself very clever, even allowing himself to think that his cow-
ardice had gone largely unnoticed all these years. That is what emboldened 
him that night—he believed his confession would be Valeria’s introduction 
to his miserable strain, not the last straw. When he said, “I don’t want to see 
more of me in the world,” he thought it was somewhat poetic. Of course it 
did not come off that way. But blunders like that will be repaired, he thought. 
Minor scratches, he thought—a disturbing outpour but no match for a 
night’s sleep. He had harbored a self-deprecating streak since he was a boy, 
and it had never really waned in any way. He kept it hidden as best he could, 
recognizing the displeasing effects it had on his listeners, but he could never 
hide it for long. Valeria had given him the benefit of the doubt. She was not 
oblivious, as David thought. He was, however; for six months he had let his 
words fester, going about business as usual, and he was surprised now to see 
the wound gangrened and the rift come very wide. Why it hit him now—
perhaps it was Valeria’s neck, bent as it was. It was like waking up from a 
dream. Sometimes women help weak men forget that they are weak—bully 
for the man that keeps his weakness in his mind. Remembering how helpless 
he was, David became suddenly and deeply afraid that he would lose Valeria 
forever.

 “What’s wrong?” he said as he parked in front of the house. The ride 
had come and gone in silence.

 “I’m tired,” she said. Her voice was barely audible, like air passing 
through a reed, and those words, as those two words usually do, seemed to 
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want to hide a thousand others. She had only discovered today that she was 
pregnant. Lifting her neck—and if it was painful from having been held that 
way for so long, she did not show it—she opened the door and walked into 
the snow.

 This, the way those words were uttered, so laced with misery, and 
boding the most dire kind of guessing game, made David fly into a minor 
panic. He raced after her and took her by the arm. He implored her to look 
at him but she did not.

 “Is this about our child?” he said, as though this child was some-
where in existence. Valeria flashed him a vicious look that indicated surprise 
and fury, as if he had invaded her privacy—it at once cast so much distance 
between them, like a gorge had opened up in the snow, that David recoiled. 
She thought for a moment that he had guessed something, but inspecting 
him she saw that he looked sorry, and so she knew that he had guessed noth-
ing, but all the same she seemed now more miserable than ever. Normally 
the sudden rush from numbness to fury to numbness again would have 
spurred some tears, but she was too low even for that. She left David and 
walked briskly the rest of the way to the door, and she hardly spoke a word 
the rest of the night.

 More than anything David would have liked to jump back in the 
car with Valeria and to take her to a quiet place where he could pry her open 
with questions and throw at her apology after apology in a desperate effort to 
expunge his guilt, whatever it was. Not knowing was unbearable. The reality 
was far and in fact almost opposite from what he hoped for: he was expected 
to enter the house of a man he hardly knew and who, honestly, he did not 
like, whose wife he found attractive, which now seemed highly inappro-
priate, and to make polite conversation. This latter terrified him so much it 
briefly supplanted even the terror of his guilt—he was a dismal smalltalker 
and Valeria had always been his crutch in society, but now she was either 
unwilling or indisposed. He came to her ready to enter into what promised 
to be a giant kind of social trap, but he had no choice—she didn’t seem to 
care at all where she was or where she was going. David depended on being 
on good terms with his confidante before entering into uncharted territory. 
To make an earnest appeal for reconciliation, of which he was desperate, 
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but also somewhat to salvage the current situation as much as he could, he 
wanted to say “I’m sorry.”

 “I—” he said, but then the door opened.

 “Welcome to our home!” said a blonde woman. She had a gorgeous 
body, curvy, lean, strong, and, David could not help but notice, with excep-
tional assets. This, however, conflicted starkly with her face, which was of 
the kind that reminded one of a bare skull, with a high hairline and a big 
broad forehead, but narrowing sharply under the cheekbones until it came 
to a tiny, knotted chin. Her hair was luscious; the eyes were like two aquama-
rines, extraordinarily large, set into the head, with sleek, recurved lashes; the 
lips were juicy and plump, promising the texture of a bubble-wrap bubble; 
the smile showcased teeth that would have rivalled an ivory trophy; and 
the nose, one did not notice the nose—the nostrils, yes, but not the nose, as 
though it wasn’t there at all. The face was a collection of pieces which alone 
were exquisite and precious but which together did not attract or appeal. 
It was a face that expressed the utmost extent of banal visage, pretty and 
healthy, but not beautiful. David abhorred her, and yet he still found her 
somewhat attractive, of which he was ashamed. Her movements were sharp; 
she had enthusiasm, but that only made her appear disingenuous and not 
altogether human. 

 “Hi, I’m Gwen, Chris’s wife. It’s a pleasure to meet you, finally, 
after hearing so much about you,” said the woman. By this time Valeria 
had speechlessly drifted past David and Gwen, with whom she was already 
acquainted. The truth is that Gwen had heard nothing about David, or very 
little; in any case, she knew nothing about him other than he was Valeria’s 
husband, but since people like to have been heard of, it was her attempt at 
flattery. It did not work because David was rather self-conscious at such 
remarks; he was more likely to conclude Gwen knew his greatest weakness 
rather than his tiniest strength.

 “Oh, you have?” said David, trailing off a little. This alerted Gwen 
that she was dealing with a socially inept individual—it was remarkable how 
she picked up on these things, quite out of programming more than any-
thing else—and, without saying a word and with a smile, she offered David 
a handshake. Her other hand was preoccupied in holding on to a little girl’s, 
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a girl who couldn’t have been more than five years old and who had slight-
ly slanted, droopy eyes, of the phlegmatic sort, but keen of something. She 
looked very much like the child David had imagined the night of the theatre.

 “This is Ruth. Say ‘Hi,’ Ruth”

 The little girl blinked with profound expression. Blinking was 
something she seemed to do very rarely, but then again such droopy eyes 
were perhaps always posed in a sort of half-blink—though it was more the 
state of the brow rather than the eyelids that lent them their appearance—or 
one might say that they looked to be in a state of constant scrutinizing, like a 
suspicious squint. She might have been aware of everything or nothing; and 
because he could not be certain, David disliked her from the start, caught 
between feeling intimated and at the same time eager to express kindness. 

 Ruth seemed disinclined to do as her mother said but wary of 
disobeying her. Before she greeted David, she looked up at her mother, and 
Gwen looked down at her with an insistent, mean, and almost threatening 
expression. 

“Hi,” she said, in not a charming way but a polite and even well-behaved one.

 “Good girl,” said Gwen, just like she would have addressed a lapdog. 
Ruth was scarcely like her mother, neither in face nor temperament, but by 
and by it was possible that she one day would be. With determination it is 
possible to extricate the nature of a child, or at least cover it up with affecta-
tion; in short, every person must have at least two faces. Those who are no 
good with their second face, like David, are certainly at a disadvantage. At 
some cost to Ruth’s personality, Gwen was carefully desensitizing her daugh-
ter to the second face she wished to hand down. 

 A lot has been made of the idea that children are supernaturally 
insightful, that they will judge not you but your soul, and David, believing 
this to some extent, was always anxious around them. There are a few stock 
expressions that he had saved up to say to children, but as tonight was only 
two days after Christmas, the choice was simplified.

 “What did Santa bring you for Christmas?” he said.
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 Ruth did not answer but only stared at David, not even blinking 
this time. This went on for quite a while without Gwen nudging Ruth, nor 
making excuses for her, nor even smiling in that strained way parents do 
when they are embarrassed by their children, until David had to look away, 
feeling mistreated and bitter. He thought he had failed the test. Instead the 
little girl tore herself from her mother’s grip, shrieked “Auntie Val!” and 
trotted up to Valeria, wrapping firmly around her legs. Valeria had not been 
paying the slightest attention to what was going on, wrapped up rather in 
her own thoughts, but now when she felt Ruth’s embrace she looked down 
at the little girl, who had come out of nowhere, with obvious emotion, and 
speechlessly she detached her, kneeled, smiled at her, and kissed her on the 
forehead, to Ruth’s delight. At that moment she seemed to superimpose all 
children onto Ruth and to have equal love and affection for all children. 

When she stood up Chris was rounding the door into the ante-
room. The construction of the house was thus: the front door opened into 
an anteroom that also contained the staircase to the second floor; preceding 
the staircase there was an open doorway on either side; to the left was what 
looked to be a music room and library, decorated in a classical vein and a lit-
tle dusty, and on the right there was a large living room with an open kitchen 
and dining area. The space to the right seemed to want to emphasize both 
minimalism and materialism, combing what it could of the most comfort-
able, warm, wooden features with a good deal of chrome and glass. This is 
the side from which Chris entered.

 “Vaaaleria,” he said, hugging her and kissing her cheek. He wore an 
apron over a Hawaiian shirt. It was not clear to David whether Valeria mut-
tered anything in return; the sensation of touch, other than perhaps Ruth’s, 
disturbed her and was something she seemed eager to avoid. She quickly 
slipped out of Chris’s arms and drifted like a ghost into the room to the right. 
Chris maintained a composed smile, but not without a look of puzzlement 
that was no sooner expressed than he seemed to try to convert it into a 
superficial aggression. David watched Valeria float away into the vast living 
room, wanting to reach out to her, but instead he found his hand swept up 
into a firm handshake, a violent handshake, an aggressive handshake, and 
yet during this violent turbulence that Chris must have wrought upon his 
own body, his head remained immovable, perfectly still and concentrated on 
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David with its Gwen-like, equally aquamarine eyes.

 “David,” he said. Greeting people by their first names made him 
seem brainless but was typical of Chris. David always thought that Chris was 
the most mundane man he had ever known, an impression he was fond of 
using as material for his jokes. He had laughed with Valeria on the butt that 
Chris was dull, benign, and unthreatening. Chris was shorter than his wife, 
stocky, squat, spoke like he breathed—heavily—and never did anything to 
remedy his unappealing mat of curly hair. He had a face that could not have 
looked much different twenty years ago and probably would not look much 
different twenty years later, which is not to say he was ageless but that he 
had a face of average suitability for all stages of life. David had envisioned 
treating Chris with an air of contempt, but now he found himself frightened 
of him. His stare and ursine smile suggested that he was poised to attack. 
He was at any rate stronger than David, and when he had given him a good 
shake, he whisked him away into the room on the right.

 They passed a sitting area with purely white couches and armchairs 
ordered around a coffee table made entirely out of glass. A few paces away, 
in a corner of the room, was a Christmas tree, except instead of a spruce or 
a fir, it was a palm. Its fronds were weighed down with ornaments and white 
lights, still shining, and, though it was two days past Christmas, there were 
still presents wrapped under it.

 “It reminds me of Florida,” said Chris, “You wouldn’t believe the 
shipping and handling.”

 Chris did not allow David much time to dwell on the palm, pushing 
him along to the other side of the room where there was a chrome dining 
table comprised of a thick sheet of metal resting on four large metal pegs. 
Behind the table there was a window that covered nearly the entire wall; the 
shutters were up, it was night, there were no lights on outside, and so the 
window was essentially a backdrop of pitch black. Food and wine was set at 
the table and Valeria had already sat down, for some reason, at its head, and 
was staring at the window. Chris removed his apron and sat down at one 
side of her with his wife beside him while David was left with a whole side 
to himself. He was placed where he had a direct view of the couches and the 
palm, with the window looming behind him.   
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 He felt entirely alone. Valeria ate meagerly and spoke not at all; 
from time to time she would flash a smile at either Gwen or Chris, but it was 
never at a time when a smile would have made sense. She was unreachable, 
unresponsive, and looked to be on the verge of tears. While the food provid-
ed a sufficient stall for the first twenty minutes or so, this was actively dis-
regarded. Valeria’s demeanor seemed to make Chris all the more angry and 
aggressive towards David; he often leered up at him from his plate or over 
his glass. This went unnoticed by David because he was incredibly anxious at 
the time. The social pressures of the situation were much too much for him 
to handle. He made the mistake of talking excessively, more than anyone else 
in fact, and said all sorts of things he shouldn’t have said, for example how 
three years ago he had a rotten tooth, how painful it had been and how bad 
it made his breath smell, and what was worst of all how afraid he had been 
of going to the dentist’s to have it removed. Chris did not shirk to disparage 
him on this point, so much so that David turned red and blamed it on the 
cold. He talked even more, always to the ceiling, his fork, Valeria’s knuckle, 
or some thing or other excluding those sets of aquamarines. On occasion he 
used talking as a cover to look at Ruth, who was sitting on one of the couch-
es and scrolling through an iPad. She seemed to be a very sullen child. Of 
course David wanted to run out of this place, more than anything. He would 
have liked to run away with Valeria and even considered forgiving Ruth 
and taking her too—yes, he wanted to. If he was less nervous he might have 
asked why she was sitting away from them, like she was being punished, or 
why the Christmas presents were still wrapped. Actually it was all a sort of 
disciplinary action.

 Gwen was the only person who could have done anything for 
Valeria. She might have taken her aside or distracted her husband, who was 
glaring incessantly. Because she was only comfortable when things were 
agreeable, and since they were not, she had chosen to ignore her. She loathed 
awkwardness and could not make heads or tails of why things were as they 
were, nor did she try much before she gave up the effort. The condition of 
the dinner had vexed her in a mopey sort of way; she was frustrated with her 
husband for even considering inviting such people, but most of all she was 
ashamed and disappointed in David, the way a mother might be disappoint-
ed with her child—in fact she knew she was disappointed in this way, and 
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this struck her as weird, unbearably weird. David was the kind of person she 
was most afraid of. In a word she, too, was angry.

 “How much do they pay you, David?” said Chris. He had decided 
to really launch an attack.

 “Well, a teacher’s salary is—”

 He would have said some small, modest word, but he was inter-
rupted. This trend continued for many more questions to follow, all in some 
way or other to do with money, and in five minutes Chris had drawn out all 
sorts of facts and figures, salary, savings, subscriptions, bills, insurance, alma 
mater, car, cable packages, making it apparent that he was not impressed 
with any of them. Meanwhile David was looking behind Chris at Ruth. She 
was still on the couch scrolling through the iPad. The excessive light emanat-
ing from the palm tree was behind her and made her appear like a silhouette. 
Could she have been listening? She seemed almost as alone and pinned as he 
was. And Valeria, he finally worked up the courage to look at her. He was the 
only one that noticed she had begun to cry.

 “Have you ever considered children, David?”

 “No—”

 “You’re old but I understand” (Chris was actually older) “It’s hard. 
It’s very hard. You can’t be careless at all about it. I was afraid,” he gestured to 
himself, “before Ruth—much before Ruth—because I didn’t know if I would 
ever have the resources. It takes a lot. A lot. You need the right job, so you 
can live in the right house, in the right neighborhood, send them to the right 
school, the right college—and you want the right kind of education: doctors, 
dentists, lawyers. Because the world is messed up, right? Freaked up.” (He 
would never curse) David agreed. “I wouldn’t—look, I wouldn’t want to send 
out a child that didn’t have the resources.” All David was thinking about 
at this point was Valeria. Ruth had come up to the table, peeking over it at 
David, but Gwen turned her around and pretended to play with her so she 
could escape from what was going on. She was dying of shame and making 
all kinds of ridiculous noises while jerking Ruth’s arms every which way and 
pretending to dance.
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 “You’ll probably be lenient if you have a child,” continued Chris, 
“but you say yourself that the world is not a nice place. So I’m warning you, 
strive for security. It’s not impossible, you just need sufficient resources. Re-
sources and security. A child is something you have to guide, but really I like 
the word mold. Maybe it’s because I’m a dentist. Children do not grow up to 
be adults all on their own,” and at this he shook his head gravely. The whole 
lecture was being delivered as if to a son, but none of it was right, none of it 
was what David feared in having a child.

 “I understand if you don’t want children, I do. It’s not for everyone.” 
He slowly stood up and began moving towards Valeria. “Then again, I mean, 
anything can go wrong. One of the first patients I took when I moved here 
was a boy who needed a tooth removed, just a loose molar, no big deal. He 
was quiet as a mouse, didn’t say a word. When he got in the chair he was 
stiff as a plank, only looked straight ahead—like this. It freaked me out. And 
then I grabbed the probe and he freaked out, I mean completely. He started 
yelling, flailing, smashing into things. I cut him on accident pretty bad across 
the cheek—” He placed his hands on Valeria’s shoulders and then, as though 
it was a stab, Valeria started crying audibly, not just crying but weeping and 
sobbing. In the eight years he had known her, David had never seen her cry 
like this. He took her hand in his.

 “Valeria,” he said, “Valeria, is this about our child?”

 “Yes,” she wailed.

 David pushed his chair back and stood up. He wanted either to go 
to Valeria or maybe run away, but then he felt very weak. He could not catch 
his breath.

 “Chris, he’s choking, do something!” said Gwen. However, David 
was not choking, he was hyperventilating.

 “I’m a dentist, not a doctor,” said Chris, and he laughed. He laughed 
his fair share before he began to make his way towards David, slowly, and 
not the short way around the table—David was but two or three steps 
away—but around the other way, around his wife and daughter.

 Ruth’s mother had unwittingly let her go, and now the little girl was 
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holding on to the further corner of the table on David’s side and looking at 
him. As he was struggling, he made eye contact with her. 

David plunged into a nightmare. He was stranded on an island full 
of palm trees, except he didn’t feel stranded, though he didn’t know how 
he got there, whether he came to it or was born on it. It felt like the island 
was the whole world. It was only populated with Ruths and Gwens, and all 
the Ruths were his daughters and all the Gwens were his wives. The Gwens 
would never age and never die. As for the Ruths, to them he was an assidu-
ous and loving father and they liked him well enough—they were not perfect 
but he loved them. However, no matter what he did they would all without 
exception grow up to be Gwens, not gradually but just like that. There was a 
cave on the island and when it was time the little Ruths would walk in and 
in about thirty minutes they would walk out as Gwens. Though he didn’t do 
anything, the girls would multiply. One day he decided he had to escape and 
so he swam out into the ocean until the island was no longer in sight. But 
eventually he could swim no longer. He cramped and began to drown. He 
was surprised to suddenly see Valeria in a rowboat; she did not notice him, 
was crying, and her tears were spurting out into the ocean. Then somehow 
he was not but a hundred yards away from the island. It had caught up to 
him or materialized again. Out of the cave walked short, squat, curly-haired 
Chris, wearing a lab coat and a dental headlight, his arm around a Gwen on 
each side, and he laughed as David was drowning. Countless Gwens walked 
up to the shore to watch David drown; the island was packed with them.

“You can have it,” mumbled David. “You can have it.”

“What?” said Chris as he rounded the last turn of the table. He 
began to laugh, to bellow, and he didn’t stop. Valeria was still weeping, Gwen 
had noticed Ruth and rushed to shield her eyes, and Chris laughed and 
laughed. He laughed as he wrapped his arms around David’s abdomen, and 
he laughed as he performed the Heimlich. David passed out.
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Snowed 
 In

Wrinkled green backs lay 
on an old oak broke bedside table. 
Services rendered. Twenty minutes, 
no kissing. 
Idle chatter spits and sputters  
like a Chevy engine trying  
to turn over. Neither of us notice 
the first snowflakes kamikaze 
against her white cracked windowsill.

In front of her bureau’s mirror buttoning 
my shirt. She’s in bed lying 
on her back. Green wrinkled sheets 
that smell like stale sweat 
and old lavender don’t quite cover 
her breasts--still heaving from  
heavy breathing and rubbed  
red. Reaching for my hat 
I put an extra twenty bedside 
with the rest. I glance 
out to see white on white. 
Her window’s frosted  
over. Her flowerbed‘s heavy 
with fresh snow sleet and ice. 

Now sitting in her living  
room, missing one sock. Sitting 
uncomfortably in a wooden chair 
with a hard back sipping 
tea from chipped cups waiting  
for the blizzard to blow 
over with tealeaves in my teeth.

S a m  L a n e
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 The fly did not know it was dead when it first landed on the olive 
oil. In fact, it never landed but slid right on through the viscous surface that 
must have looked solid to a-thousand-times-bisected eyes. At that point, we 
both knew that the fly was dead, but it did not. It crawled slowly forward, 
pushing off the heavy liquid, sliding down the sides of the dish as it tried to 
climb. We might have fished it out, but it was already dead, we could see that 
oil would poison it sure and fast, hung thickly from each delicate wing. We 
peered down with some sort of tortured satisfaction. (It serves it right, we 
thought.) We watched it like a documentary on life and living and dying and 
not knowing you are dead, a fly trapped in amber right before our eyes. It 
stopped struggling for the surface, moving forward with lethargic, unfeeling 
limbs. Suddenly, I had “Clementine” in my head, and I could hear myself 
murmuring “Ruby lips above the water, blowing bubbles soft and fine…” It 
was that same sort of calm and listless movement. And when it stopped, I 
wondered if it knew it was dead yet, or if it tried to convince itself that it was 
just gathering strength to start again soon. (It didn’t.)

Omen

C a m i l y  R .  W i l l i a m s 
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Suckled from the world, 
Not just our mother, 
We thirst for life’s 
Blood, cum, sweat and tears. 
 
 A storm booms 
 across a raging sea. 
 Uninhibited selfish valves 
 Fill the seas with brackish blood. 
 
We beckon for pleasure 
Along with the pain. 
Hungry for mercy 
So long as it’s ours. 
 
 Haunting shadows 
 Of A dying soul 
 Appear only in the flashes 
 Of a conscious lightening scream. 
 
Bound to our bodies, 
Not to our vices. 
A moral man remembers 
To think twice. 
 
 Absolute blackness seams 
 An indiscernible horizon 
 Of a low warped sky 
 And a never-ending nightmare. 
 
I gaze upon the stars, 
The night sky bleeding 
In all directions. N
o

w
 a

N
d

 F
o

r
e

v
e

r

W i l l  E l l i o t
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Maggie/ Andie Ashe
Acyrlic Paint
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Waiting on a Lover
Windows mask the rain, 
while alone and dry I wait 
for the coming storm. 

A s h l y n n  F e n t o n
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ou wore your least favorite tie today, the one colored like carved 
meat and birthday cake. The model turns her nose up at it when 
she thinks you’re not looking, especially when you tell her you 
need a break. One day you’re sure she’ll just storm out—not today, 
but soon. 

 But it’s not the model’s greeting card face that tugs on you. Not 
anymore.Your eyes are drawn to the cloth falling over her legs, how it has 
the same spoiled bone marrow look of the termite castles in Tunisia, how the 
paintbrushes in their jars remind you of the tall grasses that bit your thighs 
in Algiers. You were once a legendary worshipper of beauty, an alchemist 
of ink and paper. Your pen turned dour old matrons into delicate Greek 
damsels and hateful altar boys into acolytes of Holy peace, and when you 
were finished they would look on their gilded, transmogrified selves and say 
yes—this is how I truly am, the truth of me. When they needed someone to 
document the war, who better than such a rigorous miner of raw truth? The 
mission with the Third Infantry Battalion had been simple: draw. 

 Recreate their curved spines and crumpled foreheads for every-
one gnawing their fingernails back home. Your models became anything 
but this buttoned-up, smoothed-down woman—men who were twisted, 
bleeding and old though they carried less than twenty years in their ruck-
sacks and cigarette cases—and for the first time in your life, you couldn’t 
change them. Blood was blood, bone was bone, and in the end nothing could 
quiet the two-dimensional screams you etched into the canvas with just a 

C h e l s e y  A b e r c r o m b i e

Combat Art
Based on Homage to Raphael Soyer (1947) by George Biddle

y
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bit of gunpowder mixed into the ink, just to make sure the hollows of their 
throats were the right shade of dark. At home they called it combat art, and it 
returned to much acclaim. But how had you returned? 

 Something that couldn’t be drawn: a rattling man in a rolling coun-
try of empty chairs and phantom limbs. The apocalypse of your dream world 
came on the wings of iron carrion birds and beef jerky bodies on the cover of 
Life Magazine. Your once-legendary powers—to change, to transform, to gild 
anything for the better—were gone, shattered in the atomic spray. At night 
you lie flat on your back and think you can still hear the splinters, rattling 
around in your lungs like shotgun shells in an empty canteen. The brushes 
have hung limp at your sides ever since. This is the truth now: you will paint 
no more delicate damsels and you will carve no more immortal marble men, 
not now that you’ve seen the real ones blow away like fireplace ash. Your kind 
of beauty was a lie, wonderfully, expertly crafted, and what place does it have 
in this grave new world? You think about ending it—not today, but soon. 

 So when the model tries to beguile you with her crabapple lips, you 
no longer see a pearl-tinted face or an oil slick of raven hair begging to be 
brought to the surface with stolen skin and animal fat. You see the sagging 
slope of her belly, the sinkholes of her eye sockets, the uneven drop-offs of 
her fat child fingers where they end like grubby claws reaching for some 
invisible rope. And suddenly, in a way that would’ve made your old self sick, 
you think she’s beautiful. The bristles of your paintbrush twitch like a divin-
ing rod. Not beauty, but truth. That’s what you’ll paint now. 

 You will paint them hollow, you will paint them scared, you will 
paint them fat and unhappy. You will translate the messages spelled out in the 
lines of their faces like fleshy Morse code, cries for help or boredom or the 
kind with no name at all. Already the brushes seem to grow out of their jars 
like tree roots. Colors billow away from the easel like milky life’s blood, ready 
to flow into the driest cracks that need it most. 

 You feel a smile knock on the door of your hollow cheek, but you 
don’t let it out. Not yet. Not while the dead’s fingerprints on your memory are 
still lukewarm. Not today—but soon.
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Marker and Ink
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Dusk stormed sanctuary, 
Bedsheets became shrouds. 
Running my fingers hungrily 
Like rubbing rosary before 
Last rites. 
 
I, a sinner in your church, 
Found no salvation 
That winter.

HeatHeN
K i m 
T i e n 
N g u y e n
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Profile/ Killian Wyatt
Acrylic on Canvas and Plaster
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  Stop, pull from well by hand, stop, drink. 
  Stop, pull from well by hand, drink, stop. 
 
Age, in measurements; recorded. 
Onions found between teeth; recorded. 
Onions in rows in harvest, 
the tallest the height, the broadest the breadth. 
 
Age, in measurements; recorded. 
Onions, in chemistry. 
Onions in harvest in gaps between parapet teeth. 
Onions in turf burned in chimney; recorded; repeat. 
 
Old man; recorded. 
Old man; rather, 

Kate   
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W i l l  S t a n i e r

Moss
onion breath, dead weight; rather, 
farm animal in back pasture; starving. 
Piss, chew, sigh, swallow. 
Chew, piss, sigh, sleep; repeat. 
Trickle down the leg, 
dry in the sheets. 
 
Farm animal in turf burned in chimney; onions; repeat. 
Onions in omelette; repeat. 
Onions in omelette; turn. 
Omelette on plate, eggs on plate. 
Bottle in raincoat, liquor in bottle; stop. 
 
Boil, hanker, rash, warts. 
Shingles, pimple, zit, puss, ooze, fart. 

Reticulation Blue Jazz / Emily Laramy 
Printmaking
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Sore, scum, patch, pleurisy. 
Boil on collar line; lance; repeat. 
 
Human faith, now lost, now, 
examination of one’s self minutely. 
Written one’s self in diaries totaling 1,267 pages. 
A coming in and going out, 
coming ins and going outs; remembered. 
 
Fishermen on wharf, throw lines out of gray into blue. 
Trains run shoreline for the view. 
 
Trains run shoreline for passengers in window; say, 
there is the ocean. 

What’s the best way to catch him with his pants down? 
Let him catch you with yours. 

I am thinking of Kate Moss, strung in Christmas lights, tained in hotel walls 
or mildewed mattress covers. She chases the avant-garde under Christmas 
lights, against hotel walls. She pins the avant-garde between mildewed mat-
tress covers, and hotel walls. I am thinking of Kate Moss, strung in Christmas 
lights, in hotel walls, in mildewed mattress covers. She chases the avant-garde 
in Christmas lights, hotel walls, mildewed mattress covers, onions in harvest 
behind, age, in measurements, old man in back pasture, starving. 
 
  Stop, pull from well by hand, stop, drink. 
  Stop, pull from well by hand, drink, stop.
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B I o G R A p h I E S
The Stillpoint Staff

L a u r a  B a k e r
Laura Baker, a third year Mass Media Arts Major, finds a certain joie de 
vivre amongst photographed travels and miscellaneous shelved miniatures, 
non-fiction novels of a medieval past, and the one-in-a-million French mus-
tache that proves every stereotype you ever knew. Santé à tous!

M a n i s h a  B a n g a
M a n i s h a  B a n g a  is a first-year English and Communications major 
who also hopes to get a minor in Classical Culture. She enjoys reading good 
poetry and writing bad poetry, although she sometimes does the reverse. She 
also really, really loves Persephone.

C h r i s  D a y
I long ago discovered the inevitability and importance of language and have 
enjoyed exploring its implications as a student in the English and Women’s 
Studies departments at UGA. But now I’m graduating, so its time to cut the 
crap. Someone please hire me. Seriously, chrisday@uga.edu or 404-323-3618 
to contact me. Thank you!

D y l a n  H u f f o r d 
When he’s not working on the magazine, Dylan Hufford likes to indulge in 
his true passions: Cat juggling and creating abstract doughnut paintings.

I s a a c  H o p k i n s
Issaac B. Hopkins is a sophomore Theatre Studies and English double 
major. He is also a playwright, librettist, and poet whose work has appeared 
Off-Broadway and is published through Samuel French, Inc. He is a native 
of Gainesville, Georgia and is founding Artistic Director of the North-East 
Georgia Stage Actors’ Guild. In addition to Stillpoint Staff, he also serves in 
the UGA Children’s Theatre Troupe, the Thalian-Blackfriars, Athens Play-
wrights’ Workshop, and the Young Democrats of UGA and Athens-Clarke 
County. 
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C h a n d l e r  J o h n s t o n
Chandler is a junior majoring in English and Romance Languages and 
minoring in Women’s Studies. She enjoys artisanal doughnuts, feminist liter-
ature and Latin American film. In her spare time, Chandler likes to write and 
paint while eating Twizzlers.

D a f n a  K a u f m a n
Dafna Kaufman is not a member of the Stillpoint Literary Magazine, thank 
you Laura Silverman.

J e a n n e t t e  K a z a m i e r c z a k
Jeanette Kazmierczak has taken the last train out of town. She may even 
now be drinking mint tea in the shade of the bazaar of some colorful market 
with a name both familiar and strange. You watched her go from the train 
platform. The dust made your eyes water.

E m i l y  L a r a m y
Emily Laramy is a freshman Advertising Major who will one day work in a 
sparkling skyscraper being paid to combine art with storytelling while on the 
weekends writing her sci-fi novels, thrifting, and taking in art exhibits and 
musicals.

T r e v o r  L i s a
Trevor Lisa currently holds the English Department record for the clean 
and jerk.

M o r g a n  L y o n
Morgan Lyon is a senior Anthropology major with hopes to one day make 
a billion dollars, have a whole bedroom dedicated to kittens, and to be BFF’s 
with Jon Hamm.

M e k i s h a  T e l f e r
Mekisha Telfer is a senior English major who hopes to one day dedicate 
her life to the proliferation books and hedonism. She enjoys movies, muse-
ums, and sass-mouthing poetry.
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S t e p h e n  Wa c k
Childhood secrets and monogamous pigeons and lottery tickets and heartfelt 
quotes written in ocean-blue frosting on ice cream cakes: “I’m Happy You 
Exist.”

L y n d s e y  W i l l c o x 
is a first-year student from Augusta, Georgia, currently pursuing a major 
in English and a minor in Women’s Studies. Her main focus of study is 
LGBTQ+ literature, and she hopes to one day pursue a career in upper-level 
English education. She also plans to continue her hobby of raising & breed-
ing exotic insects, but for now, school (and sleeping) comes first.

S h a n d t o n  W i l l i a m s 
Shandton Williams is among many things a survivor who will be at-
tempting life in a new city come August when he goes off to persue graduate 
school in the Boston area. After four years of studying Creative Writing and 
Cinematic art, he will assume the identity of a neophyte and conquer the 
world of Media Production with very intricate strategery. 

K i l l i a n  W y a t t
Killian Wyatt is a freshman pre-journalism major also minoring in pre-art 
and pre-English. Specializing in painting and layout design, Killian splits his 
time between reading sci-fi novels and counting his money.
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Contributors

Andie Ashe
I am currently a fourth year at the University of Georgia, studying draw-
ing and sociology. I have always had a passion for the arts, and specifically 
portraits, but I also enjoy the funky stuff. My college career has been spent 
trying out different ideas and approaches, and my work in Stillpoint pres-
ents a nice sampling of that process. I usually use materials such as charcoal 
and acrylics, but recently started exploring collage, as seen in my pieces 
“party girl” and “chair.” Also, I have a website i try to keep updated- visit me 
at http://andieashe.com/home.html , and don’t hesitate to leave comments!

Gabe Cavallaro is a sophomore at the University of Georgia majoring in 
journalism and Spanish. He’s a reporter for the Red & Black and a sports 
columnist at Ugazine, but he also loves writing creatively. He grew up in the 
Philadelphia suburbs where his family still lives and his memories of that 
time continue to resurface in his writing. He is very nostalgic and a deep 
thinker, writing primarily poetry and short stories, but is currently play-
ing with some ideas for longer-form narratives. Besides writing, his other 
main creative outlet is playing the alto saxophone, which he improvises on 
when the feeling hits. He is an avid runner, lover of music (especially jazz 
and the blues), and a passionate baseball fan. If you turn the dial to 90.5fm, 
you may even hear him gracing the airwaves of WUOG-Athens under the 
moniker DJ Unchained.

William Elliott
“My love for poetry emanates from the creative chaos that is born in art 
itself, the utter lack of rules.”
Dual-degree in public relations and philosophy. 

Katherine LaMantia is the mouse in your house: the one making those 
scuttling sounds at night and throwing diminutive shadows on the wall you 
can only catch in the corner of your eye, the one nibbling tiny holes in the 
leftovers you keep in your fridge and the missing socks you’ve long forgot-
ten behind the dryer. She scratches out her writings on missing buttons like 
Babylonian tablets and hands them off to a nice man with a typewriter who 
gives her cookie crumbs as treats. He transcribes her work in ink and paper 
while she searches for more buttons to scratch on.
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Sam lane Poet. From Valdosta, Ga. I have been published in The Odradek, 
Compass Rose, The Pegasus, Poetry Quarterly. My favorite poets at the mo-
ment are: Samuel Coleridge, Tony Barnstone, Bob Hicok, and Louise Gluck. I 
also have a thing for the British WWI poets.

Trevor Lisa is a self-described “poststructuralist facial hair enthusiast” and 
has been writing for the majority of his life. His work sits somewhere be-
tween poetry and prose, although he currently finds himself more comfort-
able with the latter. Most of his writing is vaguely autobiographical (“Tanner” 
has a few caveats to that, of course) and draws upon his interests in literature, 
music, television, and random fitness things. He is a sophomore, an English 
major, a Communication Studies minor, a regular reader at the Athens Word 
of Mouth poetry events, and maintains a blog called The Book of Trev.

Jeffrey Mann, class of ‘17, is a Music Theory major playing double bass at 
the Hugh Hodgson school of Music at UGA. He writes in all types of medi-
ums. He is an avid fan of music, poetry, comedy, and art. His influences in 
poetry include E.E. Cummings, Pablo Neruda, Octavio Paz, Charles Bukow-
ski, and the lyrics of Kevin Barnes and Stephen Sondheim. If you want more 
of his words in your head, you can follow him on Tumblr: jeefjerky.tumblr.
com and Twitter: @jeefjerkey. He hopes to update those sites with more of 
his work.

Madison Mosely is a senior from Jacksonville, Florida. Her plans are to 
graduate and move to Colorado to write more poetry and pet a lot of dogs.

Kim Nguyen is a rising third-year student majoring in Advertising and 
Psychology and minoring in English. She is also published in the 2014 issue 
of the Mandala Journal. She has written poetry and prose for over the past 
decade but has only recently decided to share her writing publicly. Writing 
serves as a means of understanding life and her identities as a Vietnamese 
daughter and American college student. Her future plans are to continue 
writing for herself and the public, complete a collection of short stories set in 
pre-war Vietnam, and master the art of wearing red lipstick without it getting 
on her teeth.
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Minh Nguyen is a third year pursuing a bachelor’s degree in linguistics and 
minors in French and women’s studies. A founding member of Spoken Word 
UGA, you can often find her rocking the mic or workshopping her poems. 
She uses her poetry to decode the world around her, to figure out how things 
work. Exploring the themes of memory, family, identity, and radical self-love, 
she likes to tell a story through her poetry. Some days, she’s more successful 
than others. She likes to pretend she knows what she’s doing, but let’s not get 
too ahead of ourselves here. Find more of her work at http://minh-writes.
tumblr.com/.

Luben Raytchev is a 4th year majoring in English and Biology. When he 
was a sophomore he roomed with a person who wrote novels and thought 
‘that’s cool,’ then started writing too, mostly short stories. He thinks it would 
be neat to write storylines, quest plots, character intrigues, theme songs, in-
scriptions, incantations, innuendos, invented languages, lore poetry, and epic 
dialogue for video games but is doing next to nothing to make that career a 
reality, aside from writing more short stories.  He aspires to read more prose, 
watch more films, and absorb more music and poetry in hopes that the rub-
bings might quicken the germ of some opusculum (or not), but mostly for all 
that intrinsic goodness. He really doesn’t know. Some say it’s because he’s a 
convictionless Millennial.

Will Stanier is the most interesting of the younger Athens writers. He is a 
student of English at the University of Georgia, and a frequent contributor 
to readings and performances around the campus and elsewhere. He is a 
founding member of the Morton Street Readers, and a purveyor of Beckett, 
the film of Wes Anderson, Ginsberg, and various biographies.

Victoria Vasquez is a fourth year Theatre and English double major with 
an emphasis in Creative Writing. This is Victoria’s first time being published, 
though her short play, “Words in Blue,” was selected and produced as a part 
of Thalian Blackfriar’s Telling Tales Undergraduate Play Festival in 2012. 
Currently, Victoria is working on her first poetry and short story collection. 
She will be moving to Washington, D.C. this summer to work with the Stu-
dio Theatre where she hopes to pursue writing in her spare time.
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Stephen Wack
“Creature.”

Alexandra Watt is a yellow-haired female who enjoys waffles and the 
news.  You can find more of her inspiring work on her blog, Hippocritical: 
http://thehippocriticalblog.blogspot.com.

Camily R. Williams is a second year English and English Education dou-
ble-major. She grew up with in the South, is vaguely superstitious, and likes 
the color blue. She feels a deep connection to her middle initial. Her poetry is 
most heavily influenced by the weather and has been featured in student-run 
literary magazines like The Manifest and Flyaways, a Wren’s Nest publication.

Rachael Zipperer is a graduating senior with no direction in life and a 
tendency to take lighthearted jokes to a very dark place much too quickly. 
Her lack of goals or ambitions has led her to put off doing more important 
things (i.e. getting her life together) by thinking of ideas for short stories, a 
habit that she can justify while taking creative writing classes and labeling 
her procrastination as “homework”. You can find more of Rachael’s writing 
buried under stacks of other papers and discarded in desk drawers through-
out the Southeast. She would have a website, but has yet to figure out how to 
use WordPress.
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A b o u t  S t i l l poi n t

Since 1967, Stillpoint Undergraduate Literary Magazine has served as
a forum for undergraduate writers and visual artists at the University of 
Georgia. The pieces featured in the 2014 issue of Stillpoint were selected 
from a pool of blind submissions. Names were omitted during selection 
and staff members did not judge their own work. This issue was arrangedby 
the Design and Layout Editor with the help of the Stillpoint staff and others 
using Abode InDesign 6.0 on a Windows PC. The type is set in the Minion 
Pro, and  Zenatropa and Neou typefaces.

fo r  m o r e  i n fo r m at io n
twitter: @uga_stillpoint

fb: Stillpoint Literary Magazine at UGA
www.stillpointuga.com

uga.stillpoint@gmail.com

A c k n ow l e d g m e n ts

Stillpoint would like to thank the Franklin College of Arts and Sciences, 
the English Department, the Creative Writing Program, and the UGA Cen-
tral Duplicating Service. Additional thanks is due to the Franklin College 
Fee Allocation Committee. We thank you all for this opportunity to share 
the student voice.

We’d like to extend a special thank you to Jordana Rich, Dr. Andrew Za-
wacki, Dr. Doug Anderson, Laurie Norris, and Candee Bradbury for their 
help throughout the year. 

Finally, thank you to everyone who submitted work, attended an event, or 
read this magazine. 
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